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ASSEMBLYMAN ROBERT W. SINGER ( Chairman) : Forgive me 
for beginning a little late. 
I 'm Assemblyman Singer. On 

It's a hazard of the business. 
my left is Assemblyman Foy, 

Assemblyman Martin, unfortunately, could 

today. But we both want to welcome you. 

not make it here 
As most of you are 

aware, this Subcommittee has been established to undertake a 
process to determine private sector interest in operating the 
field agency system of the State Division of Motor Vehicles, 
and to determine the feasibility of such a system from both the 
private and public sector points of view. The Subcommittee is 
interested in making the agency system efficient, responsive, 
and cost-effective with the least possible_ cost to the citizens 
of the State of New Jersey. 

In evaluating the overall operation of the Division of 
Motor Vehicles, the full Committee on the Division of Motor 
Vehicles found several major problems with the State operation 
of the agency system: . the cost, the leve 1 of service, and 
:particularly the difficulty of reducing government at a later 

time. Today, we will ~e he~ring from p~ivate sector agents who 
currently operate a ·motor· vehicle agency. They repres·ent the 

only individuals in the State who can give firsthand 
information on the operation of an agency by a private sector 
vendor. Your assistance today is very much appreciated. Let 
me just share one point of view with you. 

I have said it in the past and I'll say it again, that 
certainly renewing your license or your registration should be 
as easy as buying a lottery ticket. It is probably the one 
time that most people come into the agency -.- at least I can 
speak from my experience as a fleet operator of vehicles -
that I go in ther·e once a year to renew my fleet operation, as 
well as the fact that r·have to renew my license. We certainly 
want to make sure that that experience is a pleasant experience 
and a professionally handled one. By the way, not to taint it, 
but I happen to have my license renewed at a private sector 
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one, not a public sector one. I found it to be very efficient 
and they. treated us very well. But certainly, that is -the 
point that we' re gc,-ing·-1:0 rook :at amr tlie- conce-?!-:as,~hat:~we 

have. Mr. Foy, is there anything that you'd like to-~-say? --
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: ---- t-- ---just -want - -tCJ. ..... welcome ___ the 

participants who are going to testify at today's hearing and to 
advise them that I don't come to these hearings with any 
preconceived notions about what should be what. I 'm here to 
learn- from all the people who are going to give us the benefit 
of their experience and expertise, and it's my hope that as a 
result of the testimony that we receive, that the documents 
that we examine, and that the individuals that we are able to 
talk to, we can then come up with an analysis that will provide 
the people of this State whom we are sworn to serve, with the 
best possible system. If' that means improvements to the 
existing system, i: can be for that. If it were to mean· 
alterations to-the existing system, I can be for that. I don't 
have any particular bias. I'm here to· learn, and I appreciate 
the opportunity to.learn from you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Thank you, Assemblyman Foy. The 
first person that we're going to be calling on is the President 
of Motor Vehicle Agencies, Frank DeLello. Please sit up here 
so that you can be picked up by the tape. We are on tape here. 
F R A N It H. D e L E L L O: Okay. I 'm very happy to be 
able to speak to you people and give the knowledge of my four 
years in Motor Vehicle -- since 1982. As a private agent, I 
have seen many changes since that time. Some changes are 
considered very, very good; other changes, we feel could ·save 
the State money and also have better rapport with the public. 

One of our greatest concerns as private agents is to 
give the people exactly what they deserve. And that's 
courteous service, prompt service, and treat them as if they 

are a customer; to try to get them in and out in a reasonable 
time. You must also understand that there isn't any gadget 
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that we have that we can know approximately how many people are 
going to come in on any given day. Now, the private- agencies 
}!a,ze.. _been criticized in the past to a point :where .. L .. don '.t .f.eel-,
and we -c1on't· .. -fee1,-:~it:: was~--~justified .. ·-_::Firsth'-o1L,a-li:t,·~ I can 
recall when I took the job in the latter part of '82 -- October 
in fact -- I was one of the very first private agencies. 

And let me say for the record, so it doesn't come up 
later on and say, "political appointment" I am County 
Chairman of Warren. I have been a County Chairman for the past 
14 years. I have been in politics for 41 years. I have been 
around the loop. I havg also been my own businessman. I don't 
come to Motor Vehicle, as an agent of Motor Vehicle 
inexperienced. I am a full-time employee of· Motor Vehicle,. 
And when I say that, under our new contract we :are to put in 35 
hours a week. Most, . I will use the wor~ "most," agents are 
putting in 45, sometimes 50 hours, and yes, occasionally even 
more hours than that. 

Where do we go under the. guidelines of the new 
contra~t that we received, and we negotiated . in fairness? 

- .. . -
These same three people and myself negotiated · this contract 
with the understanding that at a later date we would go over 
the contract with the Director and his staff and.pick out some 
of the things that we felt maybe for our -mutual benefit should 
be taken out of the contract. 

One of the problems that I foresee and f~ce it -- I'm 
at the age right now that I have no bones-- I'm like what Mr. 
Foy just mentioned that he's out to learn. Well I've 
learned. I'm 69. I will be 69 in August. I'm almost ready to 
retire. And I ·can say what I want to say with no fear because 
I don't have to worry that my job is going to be knocked off 
because of it. I intend to do a good job to the best of my 
ability and I assure you that the agents that are there now in 
their private agencies are doing a much better job than 
State-operated agencies. 
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I could go down names and ·say which State agency is 
working right ·and which· one,,., isn,Lt. · That's··noti·.the· pu·rpose:.
klthougtr-I -do----say~·tnat •within the last. year ... and- (inaudible}. 

negotiated this contract. It's still not 100% satisfactory. 
We had a meeting -- the other day and · I think that now we' re 
getting the results of the contract. I honestly believe that 
motor vehicles agencies, in particular the private agencies, 
are in a position to do - have been and will be doing even 
better because of the pay structure. 

Now, one of-the.problems in the past was that we were 
not able to pay our help competing wages, such as the 
State-operated agencies._ We could not hire the number of 
people that the State agencies could, because. we were 
restricted with the amount of money on a commission basis that 
we had at that time. Many of us~- and I say this as a matter 
of record - that during the last hearing, and I'm not going to 
criticize the Chairman -of that Committee at that time -- but 
there were · a lot of things reported in that Committee that 
never were checked, to verify whether. they were correct or 
not . They j·ust to-ok . it at random. . I have ·the repo~t, so I 

know what I'm talking about. 
For example, they showed at that hearing that some 

agencies were making as high as- $90,000 to a $125,000 profit. 
That is an unjust thing. It's not true. It might have been 
gro~s. It could have been gross. But I_ know agents that had 
to go out and borrow money to meet their payroll at that time. 
And I'm not giving you a full backup because of my four or five 
years that I've been in it. 

Now, one other thing that was happening. The private 

agencies were getting to be the scapegoat. No one would take 
the part of the private agencies. Why, I don't know. The news 
media wouldn't do it with one or t;wo exceptions. They _ only 
went and heard some of the complaints that were given at the 
hearings and also, justifiably, some of the complaints that 
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were coming in from the public, although there are two sides to 
the complaints .... You have_ to , weight the complaints and see 
whethe~·-or not the complaints---were-.;:.:just:ifiahle. ::..:l·n. t:he--eyes .. of 
the public, yes they were justifiable'- because .. you ... ,have.,,:to·.:·do 
everything you .. can-r- . But .. we.~re restricted. Agencies are 
restricted in what they can do. 

Now, if you come into my agency and, for example, you 
want to put another name on a title -- I'm only using this as 
an example -- there are certain restrictions that we can't do. 
You have to go to Trenton. So, right away you are going to be 
annoyed and you are going to say, "I came here, you are a motor 
vehicle agency, you should be able to do it. Why should I have 
to go to Trenton?" Right away they blame the private agency 
because we won't do it. So, they're calling up Assemblyman 
Singer, Assemblyman Foy, Senator Dumont, you name them. 
They' re calling up these legislators -- rightly so, because. 
they represent the public. 

But you have to know both sides.. You can't just take 
the one side. I'm not saying the public was all wrong. We had 
some bad apples too. We weeded them·out. And how did we weed 
them out? We weeded· them out because with this new contract we 
were able to give and compete with the State on money. Even 
though we' re not up to what the State is paying. We' re not 
up-- And I don't think I want to make that .much of an issue, 
but I can also say that in my opinion, if the agents were asked 
to run -- the private agents I'm talking apout -- were asked to 
run their agencies the way they saw fit with a set amount of 
dollars to run it, I think that the State could save money, the 
agencies would be better off, and we would not be under 
pressure all the time. 

Believe me, when I say that most agents regardless if 
they' re political or not, are trying to do the best job that 
they can possibly do and are doing a better job than the State 
operators. Now if you check around at your own convenience--
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Check around and go to some State-operated ones and then go to 
the privates ones and see which ones are doing a better- job .... 
I' 11 tell_ you, "~and- _·.I.~m.: not- being': her.a~ to.~~just;: pr.aise-~:.the 

private-, ·agencies because··we-\did. ,have, some-·bad'oneS", hut we got 

rid of them. We know how to do it within our own system -- how 

to get rid of them if they are bad. But I tell you that right 
now I don't see many private agencies that aren't doing the job 

that they are appointed to do. 

Now, talking about money. Work, and · we save some 

money. What can we do to save the State some money? I feel, 
personally let me tell you that we are not a 40 hours-a-week. 
Most people think that we are 40 hours-a-week. We're 52 
hours-a-week. Our doors must be open 48 hours. But by the 

time that you finish your work, get them out~- the people in 

the line -- you don't tell them to go home, you are going to 

finish them. We're not like, well I should say, an inspection 

station, because they do cut you out - we're not. At 4:30, if 
you're in that line, we don't close that door. We're going to 

let you come in until that line is finished and get it 
finished. So, many times we're here until 5:30. to 6:00.- We -

have overtlme factors. Whereas before we weren't · being 

compensated for, we are now -- hopefully it's enough money. 
At that area where I say if a private agent were to be 

able to manage the agency the best way he saw fit with his 
help, I think there's where we can save money in this manner. 
Right now under the program, und'er the contract that we all 
signed, each one's an individual contractor. It specifies in 
accordance to how many i terns we did per year based on last 
year. And it gives you 90% that you have to do of last year's 

work in order to meet the minimum that the agent would earn 

with a holdback of $5000 on a monthly payment basis. 

Everybody seems to think that the agency is going to 
make $65,000 this year. Well let me tell you right now, the 

way I see it, and the way the work has been cut down, whether 
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good or bad, there are some agencies that are-- Most agencies 
are d_own to about:~ 90%:_.·to:<·94%:' of- '."'last. yea-r1 s~iwo·z:k. =-- S0-1., i-f that 
continues.- f qr ... the .. balanc.e of·~-the .. year, ""."'.,..- .in; my case, ,1 '.ni. :.92% -. of 
last year -- I will be lucky if I make the minimum in salary. 

So, the $64,000 is not there for me. I can't see it, judging 

from the amount of work that I've done for the past six 

months . Not that I don' t want to do the work. We' re not 

getting the work in there. There are some things that have 

been cut out and some things that are better statewide. 
As I said, in the· last eight or nine months a lot of 

things have changed in Motor Vehicle for the better. They are 

doing a much better job statewide. I'm not talking about State 

agencies. I'm taking about the Division doing a much better 

job by getting things brought in, mail going out a little 

better, and the customer-- It• s not as late as before -- two 

to three months or lost. They weren't getting their 

renewals. Now that's changed a little bit. We are on a 

different computerized system. I honestly believe that there's 

still some (inaudible) as ~e. know of because our terminals go_ 
. . 

down periodically, and there still is some work that has to be 

done to correct it. But I honestly believe that they are on 

the right track now, that in time, the Division of Motor 

Vehicles will be able to service all the customers -- and they 

are all customers in my eyes -- to where they don't have to go 

wait three or four hours and come back. We can't do it. It's 
impossible to do it. I think it Is getting to the point and 
turning around where it's better. 

But I'm skipping the main thing that I wanted to talk 

a~out -- money. And that's · what you wanted to know. _I get 
rattling and then I keep thinking of some of the things that I 
feel were wrong and what is right; and I'm trying to be very · 

unbiased. I'm trying to give you a true picture of what I saw 
in the last several years. 
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We give service to the public. That's one thing that 
we strive on: - At our Association: meetings, -_we keep hitting 
tha:t ~ at~~eve.J:y.- me.et.d.nq:1!..!.•.a:..t:Make :sur~·;.:..that yi:>u 1t,reatr;_y.our 0-people-, 
the ·customers,' courteously.,~-~'. Malta rsure ~that·. you·.::tdom' ti.r.smoke.:.:-~n 
front of people. Make sure you are dressed properly. We don't 
want patches coming up, or that the customer can· see you with a 
blouse that has funny names on it.· We don't want that. And we 
have the control to tell them, our workers, if that they keep 
doing that, they are fired. We' re going to iet· them go. But 

with the State operator you can't do that, because the State 
operator, in most cases, will be civil service. Right now they 
aren't. 

It's a mix-up. You got four different systems in the 
State -- at motor vehicle agencies. You have a county-run one 
that was falsified in their statements too -- that they were 
doing so much and was doing so good and that it wasn't· costing 
any money to the State. But they forget to tell you that the 
county was picking up 11X11 amount of money on it. They forget 

to tell you that .. So, I happen to know that it was cos.ting the 
. . . . 

county money in Atlantic· County where · it's a county-operated 
facility. So, the picture wasn't given quite·truly through the 
news media. I'm telling you right now, check it out and you'll 
see that I'm correct. 

You've got another one that is a State-operated agency 
and is not civil service._ You have another one, or maybe more 
than one, that are a mixture -- State-operated employees and 
civil service. You have some that get certain benefits, others 
don't get those benefits. You have that mix-up in Motor 
Vehicle that too many people are working under~ title and are 
not getting paid for it, _which I think is wrong. If you're 
working in your title, I would say that the minimum of a 
provisional should be around three months and then give that 
person the money that they deserve. I'm talking generalities 
now with everything. 
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We are responsible where the State is not, and this is 

a savings to the State. 

for any shortages, money 

you' re handling $50, ooo, 

The private agencies -are responsible 

that is short that comes in. And if 

$60,000, $40,000, $30,000 dollars a 

day, sometimes even more than that, you're bound to have some 

shortages. So, the private agents are responsible for that. 

We have to make that up. We have to make that up. That comes 

out of my pocket; out of my salary. It doesn't come out of the 

State's. That comes out of my salary. I have to make good for 

it. Where the State agencies-- Who makes good for it? For 

the taxpayer, right? Because who's going to pay to make that 

up? That's one thing where we save money for the State. 

Robberies, and we do have them -- you've read it in 

the paper. In fact' I had th~ misfortune also, a couple of 

years ago, and I can be one to testify on this, because I know 

the problems that I had with it -- where one my girls was 

making·a night deposit drop and two people w;th masks-- And I 

won't go into much of describing the people, but two people 

were masked, put a. point (sic) at her, told her to give them 
• • # • • • 

the bag, took· the bag·· and her car, and. took the money and the 

checks. Yes, we're bonded, we have insurance, we pay for that, 

we've paid for it in the past. Now we're being compensated to 

a point. 

But, it is a big responsibility that the writer 

collect that money from the insurance companies. And I'll tell 

you the reason why. The insurance companies feel that, "Yes, 

with your cash, we' 11 pay you. You said that you lost cash." 

A large amount of money-- And say it was $50,000 -- I'll make 

differently -- $10,000 in checks in that deposit that was 

lost. You can't find them -- the robbers. What they did with 

it, I don't know, but they can't find them. I asked the State 

to send a letter on my behalf to the people that-- We went 

down the list from the computerization print-out, and knew from 

my cash register who paid cash and who paid checks, and broke 
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it down, and know approximately -- not 100%, but approximately 
who were the ones who paid checks.· The State won't help you 

on that. The insurance companies would not pay~ me on the 

checks because they say that you could have stopped the 

checks. The State could write a letter stating that your 

license will be suspended unless you give us another check. We 

will pay you for the stoppage of the check so it wouldn't cost 
the custo~er any money, only the inconvenience of making out 

another check for us, because it wouldn • t cost the costumer a 
penny. We know that in some cases the banks was charging $7.50 

for a stop check, some places $10~ some banks even $12. I was 
willing to pay it, because I• d rather lose $1000 than lose 

$10,000. . 
To make the _story short, an insurance broker, and I 

won't name the broker, but the insurance broker did me a gre·at 
favor. He, himself wrote a letter. I gave him the names, he 

wrote a ·1etter to each individual an~ had them make checks out 
to both the New Jersey Division of Motor Vehicle or gave them a 

choice of - th~ ~~surance company. · Thro~gh all the paying of 
their stoppa.ge., through all of that, I still had to pay about 

$900 shortage. But the State won't help you. What I'm trying 

to bring out is if it happens at a State-operated and run 
agency, who picks up that _loss where it's $40,000, $50,000, 

$30, ooo -- some State-operated agencies probably bring in more 
than that. I know one agency that• s a big State agency. So, 
if my daily take in is approximately $40,000 to $50,000 

average, we' 11 say $30, ooo, what do these big State agencies 
bring in? If they were to be hit, who loses that? 

These are considerations that we have to take and say, 

"Hey, this is where a private agency is costing less money than 

a State-run agency. 11 Now State-run agencies work on 35 

hour-a-week. As I stated earlier, we work on 52 hours. They 
work on 52 hours· also. They are open 52 hours. All of them 

are open the same hours, but their help is 35 hours-a-week. 
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And if I'm not mistaken, they get time and a half after 35 

hours. We, in turn, under our new contract are based on -40 

hours. l, ·. A!id ':.:.·We ccan -: pay time..:.an-d-,-a-h'&lf•s«a:fter'-':.the·•2_~0 r:hours;· 
Now ,:.,;-,whether.:: or._:· not:2.that ts.~'~_enough tmeney·:·to,,,:doL·:.tha:t:.-::.f or.:~ful,It 

staffing under the State's criteria on staffing, I'm not too 

sure of yet -- whether we're going to be short on that overtime 

allocation that they gave us. Each individual agency has their 

own allocation. It's too early to judge that. 

But let me say that just the other day, we had a 

meeting with the Director: In fact, when was it, Mond~y? We 

came to the conclusion that if any monies are not expended 

through part-time or overtime money I don't think the agent is 

going to go down south with it. Because we're not. We made it 

known that that money would be returned to the State. And I 

can see at the 

the State. 

end of the year there will be money returned to 

Not-- (inaudible) Now each agency is different. 

There are some agents that are telling us that the State has 16 

people working. .They do have about 14 or 16 people. . They are 
trying to change it now, I Ive heard. . . But, 

agencies were overloaded with workers 
agencies, some of them, were scratching. 

better. Now they went to the extreme in 

some of these State 

where the private 
Now, it's a little 

some cases. In some 

cases, some of my agents are saying that, -"Hey, I could save a 

lot of money where I 'm supposed_ to put out 14 people. " They 

gave me a criteria of putting out J,4 people. I only need 10. 
I operate very good with 10. Or I -Operate very good with 11 or 
12. Why don't you give me that prerogative? Why don't you 
give it to me? Let me, as the agent, decide how .many people I 

need, who I want to work, how much I have to pay those-people. 
Don't tell me that you are going to give me an 

allocation of one person for $10,000. In my case, I'm going by 

my case, three people at $12,000, two people at $14,000, one 

receptionist -- the receptionist idea is a very good idea --
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but the receptionis·t is getting paid more than one of my better 
girls. at ·. $1.5, 000 : a .. year- ,-,.:; 0 And:.::..then~:·my,.- supervisor 1~·-+:-.and these 
a.I"e· · all the s·ame:-:-wages-:- for~-:each·1 contract:· ~fot each agency.~~..,. 
$1:7-,000..._,._._0 ,..one person,'···-Top · it off --with some - overtime, they 

made each an average,· hopefully·, -a· thousand dollars· if they do 
that a year. 

The savings can be had for the State by private run 
agencies versus State agencies if they would give us the full 
authority of how to operate. Under the guidelines of the 
Director, we' re· out· there to do work for the Director and his 

staff to the best of our ability, to give the services that are 
requested, and rightfully so, required to give to the public. 
In several cases, I was told by our private agencies that they 
have as many as four people too many. Now, there aren't any 

four people too many in a pr-ivate agency versus a State agency 
that has even more people - a comparable State_ agency. I can 
see where private agencies could save much money for the State. 

I 'm going to embark on one other thing, and then I 'm 
going to. leave my colleagues to say a few things, because they 
are ·just as aware as I am. ·_ They have been on -the negotiating· · 

team with me. I put them on. They have good agencies. And 

let me say one thing for the record, there is no one -- and I 
don't care who it is -- that doesn't make mistakes. You are 
going to get some complaints, whether it's private, whether 
it's State-run, whethe~ it's county-run, and some of them will 
be justified. / 

/ 
You try to do the best. You hope that your help will 

listen. We do have an edge. Private agents have 8.1:1 edge over 
State agencies in this respect, that if we fail and we see that 

our help, our employees are not cutting the · mark of what they 
are supposed to be doing-- And they all know what they are 
suppose to be doing because they are preached to almost every 
other week. And it's a tough job for those girls. They take a 
lot of abuse. But if we see there's one bad apple in there, I 
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can usually let that girl go. But with State operators, you 
l!!;an'-t:-. •·;.It's_ 'hard . .,.:-Especially: if::. itts :__civil· service.- --_'You/ re 

stuck· witn: them·. •:-:- _Witlr:usf;=.:wec'·vet: got·--·b&t-ter t-contro:L. s..·:.:I::uthink 
privately operated agencies have better· control: with• 0 their help

and can give - better •service. - -.And we.' re proving, we are 

actually proving that we are giving better ·and courteous 

service to the public and trying to get them out as fast as we 

can. 

The hopeful area that we feel we would like to 

strive-- Even the private agencies are striving to do what the 

Director would like see happen, to get out a_ transaction -

person -- get them out in 15 or 20 minutes. That's nice on 

paper. It really is, but it's not an actual. Because I'm 

going to tell you that I timed every one of my workers just 

before 
- weeks. 

smooth 

this hearing, and I've been doing it for the last two 
I timed it before, but then if things are running 

you let· things go. But in this particular case, I told 

my outfit, that I wanted them to work at the best performance 

they could possibly work, for .a purpose that I needeq.. I 

wouldn't tell them what, but I had to know how much ·work they 

could actually do. 

Now, if they are at the in-take window, and their work 

is given-- The individual person -- we' re working on one on 

one now. We changed that method, which the agent is doing, and 

it's working out better._ Maybe some agents aren't doing it. 

But each agent has to work at what's best for him. 
It takes 18 minutes, I kid you not, if they are up on 

the front window, because you have inquiry time that many times 
you have to get on the phone and call Trenton to find out 

something on a particular item. Now while, you' re waiting for 
that particular transaction to be cleared by a Trenton agency 

assistant, and sometimes it's tough getting them right away and 

to get an answer, you're holding up the rest, so that figure is 

not a true figure. For example, if I had 40 people come in all 
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at one time, and I've got four terminal operators working -- if 
I'm lucky, I' 11 have four terminal operators working- with _the 
number 0-of-_,..,s1ta.f-fi.. that +-r' m::-r.equirerl ~ot:.have: ,;.,..;.;. . IJ,11..:never .Lgat ... i_ta. 

that'-'1110-b yin·;,1'5'-?ctocr20rrminutes1: :''f BebatlseF by-u;:the,-tim~rthey· :are,c,in•: 

line, just to get up to the front window, it will take 10 

minutes. 
So, some of the things that we are striving for, 

hopefully will happen. And we are striving for it. Fifteen 

minute- 20-minute turnaround time -- we' re trying to do it. 

But, I want you to know that there are going to be some days 
that you can't do it; it's impossible to do it, because if we 

were geniuses, and knew how many people were going to come in 
at a given hour, then we could go out and hire part-time people 
and use al 1 our terminals up and hopeful iy get them out . But 
we' re not geniuses. We haven't come down to that yet. We 

can't tell you how many people are going to come in. We can 
give you an average on how many people could come in on a given 

day, but we can't give you what hours they are going to come in 

or when they are going :t-o come in. 
So I want to make that clear, because a lot is being 

said about the time a person gets in and out. Again I repeat 
myself, we are striving-- The private agencies are doing their 

best to try to get them out in 15 to 20 minutes. There are 
exceptions to the rule, and you must understand that. 

With that I'd just like to sum it up. If there are 
any questions, I'll be happy to try to answer them. And if I 
don't have the answer today, I'll definitely get you the 
answer. But to sum it up, I honestly feel that since we are 
now a little bit more competitive with money -- that we are 

unable to pay our help -- and I'll give you a for instance: 
I was paying $3. 75 for a clerk/typist, you are not 

going to be able to keep them. You teach them. It takes six 

months to teach them, and they .are going to go on their merry 
way, and I don't blame them, to get a better job. Now, I'm 

able to pay a minimum for one of $4.80 which I think that is a 
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little too low yet; and up to a part-tiI'Qer I pay $5. oo. And 
with the:-::Pay, scale.:.:.that:.,I.,:gave.::you,~ on1..the ,·other 1.pedpili~~·:i t.tr tl.l8 

'. ---', 1, ·1 ,_.feel :..that lthey.:,~r·e -=telLing, .-us that.:.wei.';:;r.e.::cp~ivate.. 

agencies, but we' re not private agencies. Our hands are tied. 

I would · hope · that in the future -- and I hope that it goes 

private, because I still think the private agencies can do it 

cheaper and better for all concerned -- but I do hope this; 

that if we go into private agencies in the future, that the 

agent is the one who best knows and operates his own agency in 

the best way he knows how and is given "X" amount of dollars to 

work with. If that agent, whoever it is, me or anybody else, 

can't fulfill the contract, the Director has at his discretion 

to let him go at any time. 

And believe me, under this contract that_ we signed, I 

would have never signed a new one like this. We were anxious 

to get a contract, and yes, I was very anxious to get the· 

money. And we signed· a contract that today, I-would tell them 

to throw the contract in "jebib, 11 because where do you ever 

have something that anyone person can let you go _for any reason 
w1 thout a hearing? It' s in there. I don't · think that the 

Director would do it~- I'm not saying that he would -- but he 

could if he wanted to under this contract. Now, I could be 

accused of something and without even a hearing, the Director 

could say that, "You' re done." There's a lot of flaws in the 

contract. I went over some of them. Hopefully we can get some 

of these things straightened out. 
And you have to understand that a lot-- We had a 

contract prior to this that was even worse than this. They are 
all trying. The Director is trying, the Deputy Director, the 

Assistant Director; they are all trying. They are trying to 

work with us. Believe me when I say that. There is a 

difference. I can see the difference. There's a better 

rapport. But I'll a~so repeat it again, please, and I say this 

with all my heart: Please don't let anyone tell you that State 
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operators can be better than private because it's not true. 

State ope~ators _ _:b:ave. _-_more""' complaints. ~than °private.-~_ Now check 

that out. 1 A:ad:~ whe:n:-:theyt::_'.sa~1:i)ol:kti:ilda.i1yt_.;y0Uh;shou'l:dnst-t-~·i 0 1-\n~ 

this,-" I-= thought-.;..:- :":-Whoever i said itf'e~c-·rEven ·my;- own,,-Gevernott 5-a.nd 

the Attorney __ General, Cary Edwards-- I say to you that in my 

case in particular and I know and I' 11 justify· my statement 

with other people who are in politics, do you think for one 

moment that because I'm in politics, that I won't even try to 

do better than someone else at the particular job so that I 

don't hurt whoever gave me that job? And do you think that if 

I were not qualified for the job, I would have the job? 

I want to restate that. If I was hired, as some 

people seem to think because of my political background, let me 

also s~y that I was also hired because of my business 

background. I've been in business for 25 years in the 

furniture business. I was semi-retired. And I tell -you now, 

don't retire. too early, none of you. • Because it's not good. 

The first two years is good, but after that it's no good. So 

that ' s why L wanted something. 
And -getting back to political ·appointments. Where do 

these jobs come from if they are not political? Where? I can 
-

tell you because I'm a County Chairman. Where does a judge 

come from if it's not a political appointment? In fact, I was 
just called yesterday requesting some information on a 

particular judge out of my county for information -- a Federal 
judge. Looking for a Federal judge. I was called yesterday. 
Now, if they are not giving political jobs to anyone, I buy 

it. But don't pick on our motor vehicle when you've got the 

judges, the prosecutors--

I'll go on and sit and name a heck of a lot political 

jobs that are done politically. Look at right here in 

Trenton. How many political jobs are there on both sides of 

the aisle? You know, I happen to know a little bit of the 

workings of the Legislature because I've been a sergeant at 
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arms among other things under five, I'll repeat it, under five 
Speakers;:-...,......, head sergeant,·at · ai,:ms c when ,_wa·~ used~: to0.c.have,·"'a :head 
s.er.gean:t;::. at .:.a-srn&l;.-'""fllti.Ufl,derstanc l theyG.dQn '_t:-:,·.haveci•it1r:art.y:-nioFe.d 
lfow ;-the: dier.k~~----But,·J'runde?T· f-ive .. dif-ferentt·;Speaker-s. ,;:.-ma,.·.,]--: had" 

a 100% rating. I didn't miss a day. So, .I know what the 
legislators do. I know how hard they work. And I know the 
criticism that they get. 

I guess what I'm trying to say is that it isn't all 
bad when there are political appointments providing that they 
are qualified. I'm done with that. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Mr. DeLello, please stay for a 
second, because I'm sure Mr. Foy has some questions and I.have 
some questions also. I just want to state two things for the 
record, though. Number one is that I was in touch with 
Director Paulsen concerning a list. Tom, ·I don't know if 
you've seen it. We gave him a long list of information that we 
wanted him tp bring to us. He asked for an additional several 
weeks before we would have it. We could not have it for us 
today,_ So that's why he's not.here -to~ay. 

about. 
But one t-hing he did say to us which I am concerned 

His feeling was that once the reliability is gained 
back, the confidence in the public is gained back in the mail 
situation where people can renew their licenses and 
registration via mail, that is going to take some of the 
pressure off the agencies that they . are seeing right now; and 
the pressures that came about were because of the shutdown of 
the mail system and people not being confident in using the 
mail. They were coming into overcrowded agencies. Do you feel 
that's a reasonable statement that he is making to us? 

MR. DeLELLO: I agree. · I. happen to ag~ee with that 
statement. That's a very reasonable statement. That is not a 
reason why I say that in most cases now, we are down below last 
year's figures because there is more going into Trenton through 
mailing. And eventually it may happen. But you are going to 
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need agencies. Regardless, you are going to need agencies. 
And.,'whether d .. tt.s r::ar:::::smalln~amo.unt,wh~n st:ills;say.-:dn1:.:'..tbato c-ase, 
p~iva-'1;;e-0 tagenci-e~2are bestJ_::_•:::CtG:::~,~: tn2:,r-: rj"n. !_ ~, ... ,...-~ · i'i: rll}Y i,u-,re:. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Tom, what r would· ·like to- do~ - and 

the other agents are here, I have a number of questions.---·

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: We could hear from everybody first 

and then ask questions later. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: I think what we might want to do, 

because I want to hear from Virginia Wolf, who's he·re from CWA 

what I'd like to do is this. We have a number of 

questions. Tom is going to ask you first. Then I' 11 ask the 

questions too. Maybe if you feel that one of you might want to 

answer the question other than Mr. DeLello, maybe you can up 

and answer it also. So, let's ask some of the questions and 

see who wants to feed that answer to us .. Okay, Tom? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Yeah. I have a number of 

que~tions. Again, to reiterate my position, I'm concerned with 

what you are concerned with. And I appreciate the forthright 

and the frank nature _of your. remarks about telling it like it. 

is out in the field. Because· that . is what we need to- hear: 

You know our goal and our obligation as public policy makers, 

it seems to me, is to ensure that the delivery of the service 

occurs in the most effective, efficient, and courteous manner. 
I think that's everybody's goal. 

And there are a ~ot of, in a sense, institutional 
roadblocks that occur to that. You know, we rely on computers 
and we rely on telephones and rely on equipment, and we rely on 

transportation of the mail and a lot of different things in 

anywhere in any given process.· From when a person needs 

something to when it's delivered, there can be problems. 

Our whole goal really is to minimize the number of 

problems that a constituent, citizen, or taxpayer encounters in 

receiving that particular service. And in terms of the 

delivery of those services, to me, . the system that's 
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utilized-- I don't have any problems with politics. I'm in 
politics myself and: L.don't .have any problems with· patronage. 
I.-hl:.1-:-.be V8ry.-~ honest; wi:tli:.· .you about that.··· · I · don't count that as 
a strike agains-t:;·s-omeoody.;ibecause,.,theyi-i-are v:iinJ ipoltiit-ics:,and; ,hav.e 

received an appointment as a motor vehicle agent as result of 
being a Democrat or a Republican or an activist or· a supporter 
of the party, provided that the delivery of the services meets 
the appropriate performance criteria that is established 
overall for all purveyors of those services. 

So, if you are a State-run agency that has civil 
service personnel and there are a set of performance goals, you 
perform them. I have no problem with that. If you are a 
private agency and you are a political appointee and you are a 
County Chairman; you perform those same goals under. the same 
set of criteria, I have no problem with that. If you're Pep 
Boys-- And i~ a system in which we were to expand the 
provision of services to private enterprise that isn't involved 
in politics, the strictly business people in chain stores, and 

they provide it under the same perform~ce cr_iterta--. I have 
no problem with that. 

The issue is ensuring that the motoring public 
receives a service in a courteous and prompt fashion at a 
reasonable cost. I think we all share the same goals. Now the 
objectives, ·in terms of getting the goals, I think are the 
purposes of this Committee. That's why I have some specific 
questions for you. 

One: In terms of the inquiries that you get in the 
office, would it be useful for you to be ~ble to provide a toll 
free number, for example, for people who come in and they have 
a question for you, and then you have to say to them, "Look, 
that's not something we can handle in our office. I'm sorry? 
This is the one that you talk about where they get mad at you 
right away. Would it be useful if you had, for example, phones 
provided in your office where they can go off to a section, 
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pick up a phone and get Trenton directly with a person who 
qould· · · resppnd.:.=ta..:-_:them, ---regar.ding ::-:that..'2:,-.-t: Beeauset-:r.-I rknow-,,3tj]:e 
proolems <at!q=-the:icomplaint~ul: g.e:t;;_;_t: ;"r;;; ::. . ) .. ~•:1P' f· !!!'l1mt tr::.t ~:'. 

- :· :~,- ~ '£-~ 1°.t;l~];::.:give.:-::you-;;"an: example~- ;.'.·'Somebody goe·s· ~ta :the · local 

motor vehicle agency. They are -told-,··· "Look, · you have to · cal 1 
Trenton." So, they say, "Well, can I use a phone?1 ' They say, 

"Well, we can't let you use the phone because they are linked 
to our computer lines. I'm sorry, you are going to have to use 
a pay phone. 11 There's a line to get to the pay· phone for 
people cal.ling home saying that they are going to be late, or 
they are going to be late for work, or they are· going to miss 
this; through no fault of yours or anybody else's. Or you get 
the line, "The computer is down, 11 which happens frequently. 

· Would it be helpful to have phone banks installed where people 
could go over and pick up hot lines to Trenton? 

MR. DeLELLO: I can answer that because we did have it 
at one time. I've been· in a new building now-- That is 

another thing that I think is an asset to the State -- that 
they are going to new facilit_ies that a~e ~arger facilities. 
Before, I had 1600 square feet. Now the ideal one is mine. 
Mine is going to be a prototype. it's get 4000 square. I'm a 
small agency, but it works well. 

To answer your question, I had a toll free number. In 
my · old system, for some reason the State decided to take it 
out. Now one of the reasons why they took it out, from what I 
was told, is that, and I could see it, that they would have to 
wait sometimes an hour or an hour-and-a-half to get the number, 
even with the toll free number. : That would aggravate you even 
more. See, because you are mad/angry because we already told 

you that we can't do it at the local agencies: 11 Sir, there's a 
toll free number. Call Trenton for your information. 11 They 
get on the phone, and they wait and they wait and they wait. I 

even know the number that they used to try to call, a 7500 

number and 6500 number. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: See, ideally what I'm getting at is 
a,.-lot of't?~~ems,,-- r.r""Amlo~•o.f:-,;'problems.~;· it ,-seems;,_:toL me-,_~"..could 

):re'."'.~resolYed· -r:by rpitopeb1i.. d:eu.ephone advice- •to an ,.individual 
applicant -or customer·.-•·· ··~ ,,-.~ ··•·••. · ~· -~-,.:;-:;::.'-,-,~ ;-;-~::::::;· · t:; <~--'. l·.~·-:::l 

MR. DeLELLO: I · agree with -you. . ... ·----- --
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: And if we had a statewide toll free 

network where it didn't cost my constituents money to cal 1 
Trenton, and we had available State staffed personnel in 
Trenton as support and bac~up to you, I think it ' s a way to 
integrate the two systems to provide the best possible service. 

The next point is it seems to me that you serve, in a 
sense, a dual function. You serve the general public, but you 

also serve a certain segment of the business community -- the 
automobile industry. It seems to . me that to better provide 
services to the general public., we ought to try to divide the 
nature of your · work between agency and dealer work; large 
volume work, as opposed to individual service. So, my thought 
would be, would it be possible -- and I want to hear your 

comments about it -- _. ~o ·kind of segment your off i~es.? I know 
sometimes there are ·dealer lines in · your office. What I'm 
suggesting· is, should the whole issue of dealing with the 
industry be separated from dealing with the public as a whole 
in order to more readily accommodate the public at agencies 
that are specifically designed to serve the public as opposed 
to dealer oriented agencies? Anybody who can answer this? 

MR. DeLELLO: If I can answer that-- If you want me to 
try it? I can answer it and you can answer it too. Go ahead, 
you answer it. (speaking to the next speaker) 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Please come up here because we 
are taping·the meeting and just give your name for the record. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Just identify yourself, your name, 
your county, and your agency. 
C H A R L E S T. K R O H: My name is Charles Kroh. I 'm 

\ 
from Gloucester County. I operate the Williamstown Agency. We 
,. 
:! PPO!'·: RTY CF ·---··7 

~,,....N Jr-:n•··,--·y '"'T/\·.,-~-
1·•,C~1-. .::h,Y:: ___ v.,t_.1 ::·.UBRARY l ·o . . ·1 
185 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 520 

TRENTON NJ 08625-0520 
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do have throughout the State several agencies that are 
established· -just for doing dealer work and other_ agencies that 

.2.p~.t:::.~."!:1:-ASSEMBl:iYMAN';FOY: - Okay, are they private agencies? -
MR, KROH: No, they are State-operated. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. 
MR. KROH: I operate an agency in Gloucester that when 

I took it over in 1982 was doing 72,000 transactions a year. 
Last year we proce~sed 192,000 transactions in that agency. 
This year we will exceed 20·0, ooo. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: There's not that many people in 
Gloucester County. 

MR. KROH: But I can assure you that an agency, be it 
private-operated or State-operated, can still serve the public 
and serve the dealers. People tend to forget that dealer work 
is public work. It is not for the dealer, it's for the private 
individual who bought a car and wants to get that work back. 
Okay? 

ASS~LYMAN FOY: It's for the in9-i"Lidual owner of the 
vehicle. I realize that. 

MR. KROH: we· rely on that dealer work because that's 
a constant. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Right. 
MR. KROH: You cannot rely on the amount of general 

public that is going to come through that door. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Because you don't know how many are 

going to come in each day. 
MR. KROH: So, you need . the mixture in order to 

support the sta~f that you've got to maintain to · operate an 
agency, and without that you are going to kill the operation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. I 'm not talking about taking . 
it away from you. What I'm talking about is in a sense, if you 
owned a building, segregating the facilities so that you have a 
door that would say, "dealer work, 11 because they batch their 
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deals generally when they bring them in to_ you. They don't 
j.ust .. come._:wi i;h::;(,ne ,-,ti t'lei.:q~ cone.ereg±s:tTati-on·,~rsomethinq: 1::i::ka 

th-a-t,. ~~,...; Y:-otti_ ilmow; - t_hey· have a _ courier that c.omes - in with,_ if 
they sold"l5:-c•cars-··that"'·day;-,_they' re coming in with ·a batch. I 

wouldn't -want to - be· an average •citizen, coming in to get my 
license renewed behind the dealer courier who has 1s·of them. 

MR. KROH: They don't. They go to a different window. 
MR. DeLELLO: Right. 
MR. KROH: They go to a different window, their work· 

is dropped off, and they return at a later point to pick it 
up. It may be the same day, it may be the next day, or it may 
be the day after that. I happen to have in my agency a runner 
that comes ·up from Atlantic County, bringing dealer work, and . 
he goes through, and he accumulates from about 15 . dealerships 
in Atlantic County. He brings that work on Tuesday, and drops 
it off, comes back on Friday to pick it up at which time, he 
drops off other dealer work, which he in turn- will. pick up the 
following Tuesday. There's the schedule. 

_ ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: That's a good system_ . 
. . · . 

· MR. KROH: · The wor-k can be ~pread out . The -other 
dealers that are in the area-- And we have some sizable 
dealerships close by to us that are bringing in large volumes 
of work. our dealer· work that is brought in today is _done 
tomorrow and the work for the general public isn't sacrificed 
for it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: That's the question that I had. 
MR. KROH: It is not·. I hav~ certain p_eople who are 

responsible in the agency for working on dealer work and I have 
other ·people who are responsible for handling the public. .~d 
by the same token, if our public volume gets busy because a bus 
pulled up out front and 40 people got off all of a sudden, I'd 
pull the girls off the dealer work, that had been working on 
that and they would work on the.public to get them out. 
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One of the key things that I think is being forgotten, 
i ·-live···i-n ·that •community,::::-and-~'.:theref.o.re what-• happens:. in. that. 
agency affects;:.,.m.y r..~putati'Cll d.n,_:the veomm,m.ity.;.--.;;; ... 'fhat::.~s •.-.-where ia 
private· ·agent ·--can:-:":do ::a·--far;.2'·be-tte1.,.,:c.:_job i,because: i,tltsr..his 

reputation that's on the line as opposed just a simple employee 
that works for the State. It doesn't mean as much to that 
employee as it means to the individual. I have to instill that 
in my girls that work for me. An~ I think I have. That's why 
my agency has grown. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: What about this business, in terms 
of your experience, of the problem that we hear frequently 

about, you know, "I went to the agent, they said it was a 
matter to be harJ,dled by Trenton. I can never get through to 
Trenton." 
SALVATORE LOVEC CH Io: It's true. 

MR. KROH: It' s true. There are many times when I 
can't get through td Trenton. There are many times when I 
can't get Trenton and there are times when l call Trenton and 
I' 11 be lucky if I get a phone call. b~~k from the individual 

. - •. 

I'in trying· to get'. through to. by· 7:30 or 8:3-0 that night. 

They'd call me at home. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Excuse me though. In my 

recollection·when I've been in the State agency in my district, 
there's a red phone on the wall that connects directly into 
Trenton. There's a sign on the wall that says, "If you have an 
inquiry to Trenton, use that." 

MR. KROH: ·I have a phone in my agency in the lobby 
that all they do is pick up the receiver, push a button along 
the side of it, and they are into Trenton. That's there. Can 
they get to it and how many people can use it? There are many 
times when an individual gets on that phone and they are on 
t~at phone for an hour -- one individual. You begin to s~ack 
them up behind. 
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Now they pick up the phone number that's in the phone 
book. They want to:,calt~.the Willi-amstown--Agency,:·:.::.,They:.:·.go:-.·to: 
tf;e',·, pjlon-e: •book, ,n,,ope~~t-=-.up;; and-:-d..:t ,·says·•; ·-•-'tWil 1 ::irams:tcrwn:r-..Moto:r:::. 

'{ehic:le: Age,ncy, 11 cand ;it g:ive's::.:::a n.umbe?Z.. - _j'?hey~ea:lls,'thatt 'num1:>er-: 

that puts them into Trenton. The people don't know it,_ . The 

people do not designate on the phone when they answer the phone 

in Trenton that this is Trenton responding. The people believe 

that they have talked to the private agency. They have talked 

to the employee right in that local motor vehicle agency, and 

they come in and -they've been given wrong ~nformat1on and when 

we tell them what it really takes to do what they are doing, 

they get mad, 11 I just talked to you on the phone. 11 And they 
didn't. 

ASSEMBLYMAN -FOY: You hit the nail right on the head 

and it's a serious problem of interface. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: But I think the decentralization 

of the Trenton situation, Tommy, is going to help that also. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Well, it's a serious problem of 

in:terface ~etween the public and the actors in the process 
and that's · the central location in the State -- and their 

particular jobs and obligations at a motor vehicle agency. And 

it causes a serious problem. Let me give an example. 

Burlington County -- the agency located in Burlington 

Township which is my hometown. If I want to call that agency, 

I can't call a toll free .386 _exchange in there. I .have a 
number, a 292 number, that I have to call. For every resident 
of the Seventh Legislative District who wants to talk to their 
District's motor vehicle agency, they've got to pay a toll call 
to Trenton, New Jersey. And they don't get somebody-- So, I 
think I'm calling my agency which is located on Route 541 in 

Burlington Township and I am getting somebody in Trenton who 

may be unfamiliar with this sp~cific situation in the agency. 

I see that as a major communications problem. 
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MR. KROH: Assemblyman Foy, let me say this. Up until 
o~~ l~~~and~a~al~~years ago, maybe three years ago, we had phone 
:;ys,· ''ml~:lr-c·agem:±es-- that the people could call in. They-would·----,.. 

· - talk· to·" somebody t'·- In my agency we had two numbers. One number 
was published, - if that number that was published was busy it 
automatically rang down on the other number in the agency. 

We had a tape recorder on the one phone. That was 
provided by the State -with a specific message that would answer 
most of ·the questions that would come in, like what are the 
hours of operation, what forms do I. need for this, or 
whatever. Generalized statements. And then at the end of 
that, if they had a que~tion that was not answered by the tape, 
they were given another number which was in the agency to call. 

I received a phone call from Trenton 15 minutes before 
th.ose two phone lines were pulled out and this central 
answering system that was put into effect went into operation. 
Fifteen minutes notice. That was the first word that we had 
that we were losing the phones out of a local agency; the· first 
w~rd at all _ about this central . answering system being set . up. 
And there's no identification when they answer the phone to let 
the people know that they are talking to Trenton. And yes, in 
fact, they do have a toll call. 

People from Williamstown calling for a number in 
Haddon Heights or Haddonfield; it's a toll call to there.· They 
don't have-- There'.s a number for Gloucester County. There is 
not a number for Gloucester County. The number that Gloucester 
residents call-- They are calling a number in Camden County, 
and it is a toll call. They are not being told about that. 

You talked about having an 800 toll free type number 
for people to begin to use in this State, by God, it's long 
past due that people be able to call and talk to that 
department on a toll free number and not have to pay ·some of 
the horrendous phone bills that I have seen people bring in 
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where they have been put on hold for an hour They think 
theyLre talking to us and that we've put them .. on hold· for;.·an 
hour:;.;-;·:: . .sy .. :G_pd.,.~iwe- haven't;;.: ~epy: t-ime:::.-.the:ce! s la. ne:ws;·.-Jlr"trie-lie 
1that: comes;•r:0U1ldjlbout;;_Mo,t0!!y:VS4ia·le ,r:the .. next-,:-day-;.-=- .for.get ·0 i:.t::~~~

my girls take a heck of a lot of abuse in the agency because 

we've taken a bum rap. 
MR. DeLELLO: Mr . -- Foy, I would just 1 ike to clarify 

one thing though, so that we don't go off- As I said, I'm 
going to call it as it is. 

To have a phone where we have to answer,· now we had 
it, where we have to answer questions in the agencies-- I · 

would think that you would go back to these same old problems 
because--

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: That' s not what I 'm proposing. What 
I'm proposing is a statewide toll free number with a. bank of 
intelligent, informed State employees whose obligation, between 
eight and six o'clock--

MR. DeLELLO: That's a different situation . 

. . A$SEMBLYMAN ~OY: --is to answer people's. que_stions, 
to direct them to the. appropriate· portion of. the agency or 

local agency or that can ·solve their problems. That seems to 
me to be maybe expensive in terms if yo.u are going to have to 
hire people and train them. But that certainly is what the 
business of government is about -- to serve our people. It 
will make your life easier, it will make the public's situation 
easier, and it may cost us a few bucks for a toll free line. 
It seems so simple an answer to so many problems that it will 
never be achieved in our world of bureaucracy. I'm sure of it. 

MR. KROH: It can be achieved, Assemblyman Foy. You 
said that key, "trained people answering the phone." I said 
that our phones were pulled out of the agency on 15 minutes 
notice. I'm thankful that they were, believe me. And I 
appreciate the fact that the State has tried to do something in 
that regard, because consequently, I had one girl tied up all 
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day long answering the phone, just answering the phone.. That 
~..,it..;.. 'All.d!: th.9.ti_ was,--nao-,.-a pcoductive ~ployee,~~ 1_1r: ,7 ·: _, :; f, ~c. ;:,,:, 

tuu1r :. 1'~SSBMBLYM'AN1:-!.!FOY':r. ~u-·. ~_see,~··! th&t:.:~shoUldn~t~ ~.e :~:tfie, 

function···of ··your"'"office~ - r don't see that as the function of 
your office. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Tom, I think we' re getting a 
little bit astray of what we are trying to accomplish here 
though, and I'll just share with you why. 

The issue of whether the. State has to put in more 

phone banks or whether we are going to have regionalization or 
decentralization of the master agency in Trenton is an issue. 
I don't want to make light of that. But i think right now 
we're talking about privatization of agencies. This becomes a 
State situation. You understand that-, and I know you have been 
involved in that heavily in the past. 

·. And I- happen to be very much in favor of bringing some 
of those systems out of Trenton and have a north agency and . a 
south agency so you can say from Gloucester County, or we can 

s~y from Ocean_ County that_you don't have tQ drive into Trenton 
where parking.is impossible, where it's difficult to get to. 
You can drive down to CUmberland County, you could drive up to 
Monmouth County or you can go to Bergen and there's· a 

centralized agency there that could answer all your questions 
and do the work that they did in Trenton. I think that would 
take off a lot of pressure also, the fact that somewhere nearer 
or outside the Trenton area there's help for the people. And 
they are doing it. 

But I think some of the concerns that I have and some 
of the questions that I think we've got to get to 'is concerning 
the new contract· you gentlemen have signed, and I have some 

specific dollar figures that are quite concerning, too. I 
don't know what else you'd want to· ask on it, Tommy, but I 

think--
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MR. DeLELLO: Do you have a copy of this? If you 
don't~,!' 11..:_g,-v~:yoµ:-al':l~~the;answers you want .. -.• 

l\SSF-lffl!},fflJ;hJ:- S[NGER: Y.Well'-1-,,...the:tte,~:s: ~":-:few.:::.:thing':S·:: tha..:e 
we,rotil-d: ]dike•..,tocg&1ffdn°.the record'; :.::-c,_- ;~2.:::>:-..:._ .~ ·==::::.= i:_;E~c',:'T°.:.~~~,..: ,:;-i" 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Go ahead if you want to start your 

questions. I'm going to have to leave at 11:30 for a 12:00 

appointment. But I've got a few more minutes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: In March of 1987, the Division of 

Motor Vehicles and the private agencies agreed on a new 
contract for compensation. Instead of the sliding 
reembursement scale ranging from 90 cents per transaction to 40 
cents per transaction, . the fee d~clining as the number of 
transactions increases, the State now has agreed to provide a 
minimum dollar level. That is correct. 

As a representative of the agency during the contract 
process, can you please explain the background behind the 
agreed upon terms? Please elaborate on the · agency's request 
that DMV offer an eventuai compromise. What happened here? 

. Can you kind of f.ill -us in on that? 
MR. DeLELLO: What happens on what? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Exactly what the DMV wanted and 

what you wanted, and how you compromised. 
MR. DeLELLO: How we compromised? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Yes. 
MR. DeLELLO: I was a prime on that o~e and with this 

set of three people I could probably answer that. We 
originally requested not this type of setup. We originally 
requested, based on a number of items that we were doing, at 
that time it was 90 cents that was top, then after 50, ooo, I 
believe, it was 70 cents, and then after another 50,000 it went 
down to 40 cents. It got to the point that in the first half 
of the year, you were okay, in most cases, because you were 
still at the 70 cents. But then when it gog to the 40 cents 
and· 50 cents, you didn't· have enought money to pay your help. 
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So, we went in and we suggested -- give us an overall. At that 
time,. I .be.lieve.,. we .. said a,.dollar" an_. item .... :::.':". I may be wrong on 
that figumpllm:t.u.t.thml('~ti..""t~ was,·-a; straigh~'dolla~::.an. i::t:em;:; -~b.~..:

w:.:..- v:m.:1..l.G:.We:kl;, tibtqeame!1.tot:~th-e-..,pomt where if we did that right 

(inaudible) some agents then _ would be making . a lot. of 
money. Because you take an agency -- and this is no reflection 
on any agency, but I'm going to give you one. You take an 
agency -- such as Lodi, in 1986 they do 287,663 items .. so, 
that agent would have gotten $287,663 to operate his agency as 
best he could with the number of help that he wanted to put in, 

not what we were told to put in and do the job. 
Right now, under ~he system that Trenton gave us and 

we· compromised with, that transaction changes. The sal"ary will 
be $202 . per agency for Lodi, _and with an expense of 35% of 
$75,000, it still was less than ours for the big agencies. 
But, we capped it. We said, "All right-" So that no one-
So, you can't, "Hey, the Director--" I know how much he is 

making. I don't w~nt to say it. But, "the Director is making 

'X' amount . of dollars. . You' re_ making . _ more money than the 
Director as an agent." It-seemed that there was a little bit 
of hard feelings I should say; not . because of the Director. 
The Director never mentioned that. But some people on the 
working staff there felt that, "Hey, we're going to get a 
bonanza. You' re going to be making $80,000 or $90, ooo as 
stated in the past. " It isn't true. It isn't true today even 
under this new contract, is what I'm saying. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well, let me ask you a follow-up 
question. There certainly were general concerns that the 
private sector agencies were not being compensated enough for 
their work and therefore, you had problems with staffing and 
stuff like that. Do you feel this new contract is going to 
rectify that, and are you satisfied that that is going to bring 
up your compensation to the proper level? 
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MR. DeLELLO: Ye$. I feel that the 35% expense salary 
tliey, arer;gd.v.±mJ, us .. ford. lmspi.tal:ization~r'.i whi~h,•·~~w •-=:wanted..1 to 
know !'"ab;e-u:e-;:--1.-.., .. :.i.Most..h io~ •.. .us \-_- d-idn ':t:_ : ha.ye:- du:t 1. ;:hospi t.tlizat ion. 

Today, alr·of us··have hospitalization that is good: ' we wilr<oe 
able to keep the help there and be competitive with the 
industries around us. That's a good plus. 

We' re able to give sick leave and also some vacation 
time on a cumulative basis. Nothing crazy. We don't do that .. 
We're able because we do have a 3% bankruptcy clause. If we 
don't meet that, we'd lose money -also. We are able to pay our 
bonding where, before, it was coming out of my own salary. 
We're able to pay for the unemployment insurance and workmen's 
compensation on this 35%. I think the 35% is a just figure 
that wil~ help compensate for some of the expenses that were 
being made by the agencies before and wher!3 the true picture 
never came out. Now we're being compensated for it. 

MR. KROH: Yeah·. I think .Frank just hit on a very 

important point, Mr. Chairman. There . are expenses that an 
agency had _ to underta~e that. were never r_ecognized~ I . was 
subpoenaed to appear bef ote Assemblyman Bo.cchini Is Committee . a 

couple of years back when he was the Chairman and looking at 
Motor Vehicle on an Assembly Committee. I've been before the 
SCI Committee. I've been before a number of various committee 
meetings that have been called, and never once would people 

look and address the issues of expenditures that we were 
required to fulfill. 

Instead, they were being presented a case where, in my 
situ~tion, they were given figures that showed my income from 
commissions for a full 12-month period. Then they _ were told 
that my expenses were my payroll figures for a 9-month period. 
They did not include matching FICA, matching SUI, any of 
those. They didn't discuss the cost for my liability insurance 
that I had to carry, that the State requires that I carry on 
the operation; my bond, my workers' comp, and we can go on. 
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They weren 1 t concerned about those, and they wouldn 1 t 
address --th_ose :':and- they _were real . problems. This contract. 
f.im,a.,ll}Hi(add-resse°S3t:those ·uandd:;.~.ecogniz.(:JS cthem,n·r~i:real".0-r]ive 

prab:J;ems:13.rofthe ra1::ea i"l,ofr,iexpendituresn,.t:-That_;·•:...was never: ~done

before. And when I went before Assemblyman Bocchini• s 

Committee· a couple of years back and began to address these, we 
looked at the situation under the old contract. You start out 
at 90 cents an item for the first 50,000 items. So-, you•re 
making dec·ent money and you can meet your payroll. By God, 
when you get down around to September and October and you• re 
getting 40 cents, an item, that• s less than half of what you 

started out with. You've still got the same expenditures, the 
same weekly payroll to meet and everything, but the income is 
less than_ half. It just doesn't work. And it didn 1 t work. 

Because it didn't work, many of the agents were forced 
to be shorthanded in their agencies on operations. Or, they 
faced an out-of-pocket e.xpense which they had to meet 
themselves to keep the staff there. It's the reality of the 
thing. At le~st_ wi~h this contact, we'll -_be able to have 
stability throughout the year. They are recognizing the 
expenditures that are real expenditures that we must face and 

they are compensating for it. By the same token, I'm putting 
in an average of 53 hours per week in my agency. I'm there. 
It's a full-time commitment. I'm certainly worth something. 

specific 
Specific 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: To go to the next situation, what 
performance standards were in the new contract? 

performance standards, were they in the new contract? 
MR. KROH: We were required before this contract to 

spend a minimum of 30 hours a week in the ag~ncy. 
MR, DeLELLO: Thirty-five. 
MR. KROH: Under this contract we have a requirement 

for 35, We were previously directed by Motor Vehicle to have a 
certain staffing level. Under this contract, they didn't put 
it out as a suggestion, it's some mandatory situation. So, we 
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have a staffing requirement, we have a staffing payroll 
requirement:_that,__:_we mus~ meet;; - and .:.then:..::we..:~J:i.ave '_a,:-.:perfCiJrman..c:e 
:tt:equr:i!t::ElRtent16reifei~had±:!toc'.Eig:m.:-a C?GJde,-:30:€-:-.eondUbt?,,; ~ha:d2:to s.ign: 
J;:z.per.fornnance· -tdp:era.dtion stanciard,~;-and·:our · employees- had·•to· s""ign 

a code of .conduct and . so forth.. So-, ···there's a lot -of 
compliance that comes about with this new contract. There's a 
lot of loose ends that were tied together. There's a lot of 
restrictions on the agent. There's a lot of requirements on 
the agent.· And some of them are very justified. Believe me, 

they are very justified. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Do you feel that you have been 

able to meet these standards, the. _agencies in general, both 
financial accountability and the general staffing? Do you feel 
ther·e' s no problem that the agency has been able to meet that--

MR. KROH: Yes. And even with this cost, we are under 
what it costs to operate a State agency_. Because in many cases 
what we're dealing with in the way of salaries for the 
classification of people, we' re dealing with_ entry level where 

they don't have entry level _ at the State-operated agencies. . 
. . : . . . 

Those people are a step or two above on the ladder. 
The other thing is they are deali~g at the State 

agencies with a 35-hour workweek and we are dealing with those 
same wages . If we took it-- We have to pay an employee, in 
this classification, $10, ooo a year and this one $12, ooo a 
.year, that's the entry level for a 35-hour workweek. In our 
regard, it's the level to be paid for an employee working 40 

hours a week. There's a big difference in savings and cost too. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: The only .thing is the Division of 

Motor Vehicles announced that under the contract entered in 
~arch, it would cost the State approximately $21,600 per 
private agency. This compares to $22,000 per month for the 
public agency. Prior to this contract, the figures were 
$12,774 per month to operate a private agency. There's a large 
jump that way. I realize you' re cheaper, per se, than the 
public agency. We' re only talking about $400 difference per 
month. 
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MR. KROH: It's a lot more than $400 because they have 
nc:t;:~r ecogni zed=..in ,..,t:he,i,:ir.; f i.gu:res ,r.:r..i and.:~we·.:.: £aced(; i ~ ql.l_-~hrough

th~ ,.:lie~-eicati ou -£.-ac.the.y :.k~ d.auking:-:i:at:·,their. .. f igurlea: far ;:;tha. 

costs°,-· based· on···the ~same ,..hours "that,iour ;•empi-oyees:""are,-:;-workingr, 

when in reality, it is not.· They·didn't recognize the cost for 
overtime, ·and when they did, they only recognized it as maybe 

four hours a week, when in reality, it's a lot more than four 
hours of overtime per week, per employee. 

The other thing is they look at the cost of benefits 

in a totally different fashion than what we have to on an 

individual basis. Where they take and develop a percentage 
figure for the total Division of Motor Vehicles to ascertain 
what it costs for certain benefits, when they take those high 

block salaries that they have in certain areas or higher level 
. salaries -- as compared to the occupations out in the motor 

vehicle agency, and you' re d~aling with 12, 16 employees out 

here and you' re dealing with several employees over here, the 

percentage relationship is altogether different. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Who provides your office supplies 
. 1 ., paper, penc1 s, etc .. 

MR. DeLELLO: They do. 
MR. KROH: They do in some cases; not in all. There 

are many times when we have to go out and buy our own supplies 
because they don't have them on hand. Many times they are not 
reimbursed because when you need a pack of pens you just run to 
the store right next door and grab a pack of pens and pay for 
it out of your pocket, and they want a canceled check to show 
proof that you brought it. 

MR. DeLELLO: In that respect, though, I must say 

that they came a long way. They reimburse, you know, almost 

everything. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Does the Division provide all the 

agencies all the necessary forms? I mean do they provide you 

with everything? 
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MR. KROH: They provide us with the forms. Yes. 
-_ .. :~...:...AS·sEMBLYMAN SINGE~: Who pays for the - cost, of · the 

l.e-asinqfoor:a-rrenting .. 0:..:~aJVheq,vef::-;-:ymrJ'ai:'e? r:r:~he fagi3.:ity'lu:rDaes 

MR. DeLELLO: The State compliance (sic) out of the 
Treasury Department. 

---·ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER:. So, the State does pay· for •it. 
Is the furnishing you obtain your own or the State's? 

MR~ KROH: It's a combination. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: A combination. 
MR, KROH: Desks and so forth that are in there for 

most of my staff have been_. bought and paid for by me. They did 
supply a desk for the receptionist and they finally supplied 
two file ~abinets. But previous to that we had to buy our own 
file cabinets. They are now buying cash registers which 
previous to now we had to go out and buy our own. Since I 
already ha~ a cash register when they implemented the program, 
I did not get reimbursed for mine. They will now buy some 
adding machines too~ They finally recognizeq. that we needed 
adding machines, so they will provide··those, but previously we 
had to buy_our own adding machines. · We had to buy chairs. We 
had to buy tables for the employees to sit at and eat lunch at, 
buy chairs for those tables, and what have you. 

There's many expenditures in an agency that are sti-1 l 
today the private agent's responsibility; and rightly so. I'm 
not saying that we need to have everything given to us. There 
are certain things that if we are to be in business, we need to 
bear the expense of that, and I'm willing to. And we all have 
been. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay. On the computer I 
realize the supply of a computer ~- do you have any expense 
tied to the computer, or is that all picked by the State? 

MR. KROH: It's all picked up by the State. The only 
expenditure that we would have there is if the employees go for 
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training. In the past we had to pay for their training. Now 
we've got ~.s.ome • .d.orIIL:bf ;_;c;:.ompensati£con f0i~-,.~i ti-:,~ -cc.:: ~~~7 ,.... .... ......... 

l~~::; i:.:-.... ~ ASSEMBLYMAN i'..S:INGEB.!'8~:,0kay~-:.-~ can-:s anyb.ed~ =..g.1:1.st-::::_:,cfive!!~me 

fe>•l'-" -:=-the-..,, r:eco-rd --- · are· you required to carry any type of 
insurance on your agency? 

MR. KROH: Yes. We must carry a performance bond 
that's on the agent, We also have to carry a liability package 
on the agency so that if somebody comes in and falls and gets 
injured, they sue us and not the State, so the State's 
protected that way. We also have to carry workers' comp. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Are you required to provide any 
health or pension benefits to your employees? 

MR. KROH: Yes we are. We must carry a full medical 
package for the employees now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Does the State assume any of that 
cost or is it strictly on the agency? 

MR. KROH: That's in the contract -- the 35% in the 
contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: I think that you provided one 
concern for the comparisons -that we •re· talking about. We want 
to make sure we' re ·looking at the true cost of the private 
sector agencies as opposed to the public that we're 
comparing apples to apples, not apples to oranges. So, 
therefore, we want to make sure that we're getting any hidden 
costs in there that might not be figured on the bottom line. 

MR. KROH: Let me give an example of the sum of the 
things that we run into. It just happened within the past two 
years in my agency and another agency that's right close by. 

· I worked for two years to get ~ new facility because 
we were operating my agency in a 1200 square foot little 
office. The volume was unbelievable, and consequently the 
people were packed in like sardines. Now we've been criticized 
that we private agents have not been getting the best 
·facilities; we've been scrimping and saving money on rent. 
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That's not the case, because the State has been paying the rent 
f.G>r v'¥9~t's ;.i:i~:the:..::facilit:i-es;~;~ :and: the i :facilities have to be 
approved a.y,SSi"eISTfate .011.:fGER·:- _ · (.)l-;~1.~- •· i~d.TI a,r-_;_-;:I_:{~l:£. - j·:_1_:;t·· :.j-l:·-.;e. - ~I·.a

-~ - - ....... <., It'.::.•"trouk me two years:.. ..,t,a_::. ge.t my new . .,f aci.ti ty:;-;;-::- ,~a 
larger facility and--it's- 3200 square foot. It went through and 
the building was built, the equipment was installed, and the 

State forgot that they needed w1r1ng to connect in the 

computers. Consequently, we've got a 3200 square foot building 

ready to open up and there's no electric to hook into · the 

computers. So, they said to me that, "We're in a bind, go out 

and get an electrician to come in to do the work so we can 
bring your agen_cy up." I did. It cost six hundred and thirty 

some dollars, I think, -- the, electrical bill -- to put in all . 
the wiring that had to be done to bring the agency on-line with 

the computer and everything else. 

They turn around and they had the same situation come 

up at the Cherry 'Hill agency when they reopened that "in a new 

and larger facility. The same electrical work had to be done. 

They went_out for bid. I'm tol4 by the people i~ Trenton, that 

the bill for the same work that I got done -for $635 cost them 

in Cherry Hill over $6000. This is where private agents have a 

better handle in doing some things than the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: The next thing · that I wanted to 

ask you about is concerning handling certain documents and the 

concerns that people have about security and the integrity of 

the agencies, and concerns including among other things, titles 
for-- Things of that sort. In your positions in the ·agencies, 

do you fe_el there are any specific function whether, it's 
titling or anything else like that, that the private sector 

agencies are unable to handle -- or is better handled by the 
public sector agencies? 

MR. DeLELLO: Mr. Singer, I'm going to answer this 

question, but I'd like to back up once, because it's important, 

on the question that you asked before, or a statement you made 
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before - the total dollars -- which one is less; State versus 
the private -and why. __ only_ such., a_ ___ small .. di:fiferenti.al ?~::'. My. 
cg~t1-ea'g\ie r::~ei:e2hit,ft>n. some · of the things why- it;· shows up with 
not that muc)r,,'Cfif:ferential:".f--..;; ... -:.:state,~versi;s private:nD.R'lit -the~ 
don't give you the true picture. There are many different 
things that the State does that we have to pay for -- that the 
State has other people doing it•-~ that the State is paying for. 

One good example, and when I mentioned shortages-
When checks · are lost - and there are checks that are lost, 
believe it or not -- we have no way of knowing when that check 
was lost maybe until four, five, or six months down the road. 
Who lost the check? our deposit slip shows that the check was 
made. It could have.been lost in the bank, it could have been 
lost, God knows where. What happens with us-- We have to make 
good for that. What happens with the State-- Who eats it? 
Now if they're lost with us, I'm sure they are lost also with 
the State·. 

Accounting is another thing. . Many of us haven't got 
the knowledge to go ou~ and do all the accounting work that's 

·. 
required. It IS. a lot of account-ing work . to be done.- I Im 
fortunate that I know the figures and that I can do my own, but 
there's many that cost money. In a State sell, who does it? 
~he State. They pick up the_ tab. It doesn't_ show up. But we 
have to pick up that tab. 

One other point. When it comes . to other insurance 
work, such as security, we have to do that work. We' re not 
getting paid for that work. That's something we have to do. 
T:tie payroll -- we have to do it. With the State, it's hidden. 
The State has their own people doing it. The Treasury 
Department does it, but the cost of the Treasury Department 
the State monied it to that payroll. But it's a hidden cost to 
us. So, there are a lot of hidden costs that don't show up 
State versus private. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER:· I appreciate it, concerning 
,-.-T1·,..-• ~•-, •,. • • • • • 

c::: :!. l:~;:rgmi1R, .. :reKRQH !DD.. ~Ye!il' oFothe-r !_ 1!qu~sti6l}', LLME:u•~1, ... £haj,rmart:;-, 
concerning--·· secufi tr,·- ·what: has transpired when' an -agency went· 

from private-operated to State-operated? The same employees 
that were ·there under the private-operated agent became the 
employees in the State-operated agency. The same people 
dealing with the same documents-- What's the difference? They 
can't tell me there is any difference. 

By the same token, I'll take you a step further .. They 
shouldn't be able to do anything more in a State-operated 
agency than we can do in_ the private sector operation. They 
should be identical services. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Are your people bonded, by the 

way? 

MR. KROH: No. The agent is bonded. The agent is 
personally liable for everything that is there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: You don't think it would make 
sense if possibly your employees be bonded? I know for 
example,. in . my . business ·which my employees are in-- I do 

business in food service. We're in.many large department sto~es 
when they are closed. All my people are bonded. 

MR. KROH: Employees are in a controlled environment 
and the documents are in a controlled environment and I am 
personally liable for them. 

~EMBLYMAN SINGER: I want,, to go on. I have a few 
points that I want to bring up. / 

MR. DeLELLO: Mr. Singer, if you would like to address 
some questions to these other two, it's not fair for us to do 
all of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay, Again, they certainly can 
jump in and respond. But wait, a few more things. Recently in 
The Star-Ledger, Attorney General Cary Edwards was quoted as 
stating the State so far has been unable to find any retail 
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chain interested in taking over the motor vehicle agency system 

+-- ~ raisJng the prospect -- that the system may be eventually 

operated ih.J, the'Q.~tate. ~.:\:.,;-:Now, c-that was,1=based. in<his comnients1 .. 
Let: .. _:,me1 i1j.ustiecthrio\lf, a';vh.f.ew h thoughtsr1~,~out1 toon you.. ag-l·scytherer 

thinking, at all, from you that run agencies that if you are 

able to run· more than one agency, in other words, you' re able 

to contract to run more than one State agency; that you might 

be able to run them because of volume of scale and because 

you' re running multiple agencies? You might be able to do it 

more cost-effectively and make your position· more flowing 

because you are dealing with several locations? 

MR. KROH: I was given the opportunity back a couple 

of years ago to pick up a second agency and operate it because 

they couldn't get an agent to operate the North£ ield agency, 

and many people in the Association were not aware of that 

fact. But they asked me to go from Williamstown right down the 

Black Horse Pike to Northfield and operate both. 
I was willing to do it but only as a temporary 

measure, because I feel that the _responsibility within the 

agency is such that you can't spread yourself that thin, and to 

have the proper management operating more than one facility. I 
don't think there's a good rationale behind that unless you 

enter into many of the other problem areas. Then you would 
have to go and consider getting other employees bonded because 
the agent is not there. · He's got to spread himself far too 

/tnin. 
The responsibilities between the agencies, the 

distances, and so forth-- It would not be a very workable 

thing. There are many times when the general public comes in 

and they want to talk to the agent. Now if. _you've got more 

than one agency, you can't be all places all the time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay. Let me just throw one 

follow-up question to that. We've heard about, and I've heard 

it before, that the compensation does not really meet the 
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headaches and the problems that the agent has. There's been a 
big bon~-"oJ contention_ -.that:::averyone h.as: talked- ab.out :::.-:-~::it!:s :~

pi;:ohlem~r an9" i:t:~s ;::;:a,.1,_eiffi,w.1.t Lj.ob:, '-:and c.:everything,:; e,lsfr'·:-·bi-ke 
that . r,,eWhy..!:do l[OU·::cont in-ue,..- ta.~-ho.ldt-ehe t.!)()S i ti-on -,,ufr. agents, 1w.ithr 

all these problems? 

MR: KROH: If I knew in 1982 what I know today, I 

would not have taken the job. By the same token, I am a man of 

personal pride. When I take on a task, I want to see it 

through. I think this is the case with almost all of the motor 

vehicle agencies, because we've put in a lot of hours -- all of 

us. Frank has spent many, many hours, so has Ben.and Sonny, in 

working to improve the overall operation of the agency system. 

When we' re committed to something, we don' t give up. I think_ 

that's the key to the whole thing. I'm not willing to give up, 

because I think we're on the right track. I think we've been 

on the right track. 

If you could go back to Bocchini ' s Cammi ttee and go 
through some of the testimony that I gave under oath, or was 

supposed to be under oath, and_ tben _ at the last minute we found _ 

out that" they had determined· that it wasn't going to be ·a 
full-fledged hearing, so therefore, it didn't count -- and 

whatever happened to it, who knows, because the testimony . 

didn't come in the way they wanted it-- You would see some of 

the changes that have come about. And we got to look at what 
has taken place and transpired in Motor Vehicle because of this 

administration. Okay? We've got to point that out. 
Prior to my becoming the agent in Williamstown, that 

agency was operated by an absentee agent. The agent hadn't set 
foot · inside the agency in six years. The employees in that 

agency didn't even know who he was. They had never met him 

until the day he came in to sign off on the inventory when I 

signed on. There were four employees in W-illiamstown' s motor 

vehicle agency: ·three were full-time, one was part-, and 

that's what was operating in the agency. 
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Today I have 15 employees on the payroll because this 
adrqini st'r ati on;:ar.'i. ts:a±d ~:1tha.t. t we .!:r~;V · going -.: .:to-~--nave: : .. ;::: hand2:r . .-on. 

rp.anagement:!..t.i. We..~':Ee. :qomg f tou bayEj ,_better,:c statt~Itgl.:r:::,Wej•r&;· gd..iin.<J 

to do more· things. --.·We'-ve· made· positive .... -s't:epff., ~-1-Now=r-::rinar]ly;. 

after many, many months of negotiation that started last June, 
and we met · on a regular basis -- almost a weekly basis -
hammering out this contract, we saw the light at the end of the 
tunnel. We saw it. That light's there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay. Three quick questions and 
then I want to bring Virginia Wolf in. One, are you currently 
aware of any incentive programs that any· private agencies are 
paying employees for doing a more efficient job? Is there any? 

MR, KROH: No. 
MR, DeLELLO: · What was the question? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Is there any incentive program 

that you know of at any private agencies that are given to 
employees who are doing an · efficient . job of transactions or 

anything like that? 
MR. DeLELLO :_ . Not. that I know of . 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay, I just wanted to know 

that. Number two, if we• re talking about a method of how 
private sector agencies should be given out, is it your opinion 
that they should be given out on a bid situation or should it 
be continued the s-ame way it's done now? 

MR. KROH: I wouldn't know how to bid on it. 
MR. DeLELLO: Let me answer the question. I've worked 

on that. These gentlemen didn • t work on that. I worked on 
that. I worked where there was another gentleman who was there 
prior to this Director. We were talking about how would you go 
about asking for a bid if you were to go on a bid area? What 
is the criteria of the bid? How do you go about it? How do 
you know how much to figure out? Would you go by this, that 
they are giving us? Because this sometimes doesn't work out 
either. Or are· _you going to give them a guarantee on the 
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bid? Are you going to say that you will be getting so much per 
item~ you_ will ·be paying for the rent, you would be doing_ this 
and.::yatt:::w.ill :Ce=> doingcthg.t ;:how, 0much-c.tl-=iFra ::pat.ttrr~lar ,·are~ ~~-itr 
go.ing-~tu;-:be?tn~ng~. V-.fe~;\Te TT'!?.(i_~ pns+--c-i\.,-8 s.r~ps. i\lrr'f.!l :E"i~~~}:}_:i-: 

Now, coming to bids and getting back to your question 
that you saw about Cary Edwards' statement in the newspaper -
private agencies going out into a Sears, Roebuck or into a 
Penney's or into a big chain. I see nothing but catastrophe if 
that were to happen today. Because now, you are going to again 
change your whole system that you put in there and put these 
computers and terminals into these areas such as a Sears store, 
and there's nothing wrong with a Sears store -- I • m not 
criticizing any store -- I was in business, so I know what I'm 
talking about. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Excuse me. By the way, just to 
correct you for the record, according to the Director, they 
were not going to put in computer terminals in the stores. 

MR. DeLELLO:. Pardon? 
ASSEMBLY71AN SINGER: They were· not going to put 

computer terminals in the stores. 
MR. DeLELLO: They were not going to do that? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: They were not. We discussed this 

with him at the meeting we had with him. 
MR. DeLELLO: Well, this is news to me, because at the 

time when they were talking about it, they were thinking of 
doing just that. And they were also saying because I was under 
the gun with -- not the Bocchini Commission, but with the 
people from the Motor Vehicle staff. And they were thinking at 
that time, how would 
teach the personnel? 

they even control it? How would they 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: 
Paulsen concerning this at our 
we talked about this and they 

In discussion with Director 
meeting we had a few weeks ago, 
told us that if we had gone to 

something like this, in other words, a Sears or· anything else 
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like that, it would not be a terminal situation, that it would 
be.c.:.a~.p-ickup.: sit1:lia-tipa:0; ::.1 :.:l:n i othen~:words- r. y-ou would ba pi:cilci;pg.-:up. 
the: paper.woi;ktrmca,_;_a~il.~:basi::s:~.r-rn;:;c"h i:-r a 12:rrti·aulac ;;H,:J;;, 1.s ::_-:.: 

,:;-=-~• ... ~ -t:0B?:'KROH: ·-That defeats the purpose of being 
computerized. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well, we were concerned about 
that. They said again, that the system could not handle 
additional members. So, if you go to a large chain which has a 
number of stores throughout the State, now you are talking 
about another whole situation of more terminals or anything 
else like that. 

MR. KROH: They already had in the warehouse in 
Trenton, computers to go in to every one of the Sears stores 
under that contract for photo licensing. The computers were 
there on hand in the warehouse. Now that means to me that they 
were--

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: That was prior to Director 
Paulsen. You have to remember his thinking was not along those 
same lines. So, I think· this is -what his thinking has been· to 
us and we've talked about whether it was · a Pep Boys or some 
other place that might be, again, strictly renewal of a 
registration or renewal of a license; not the full blown-- And 
he told us at times -- and again, I don't have the minutes 
before me -- that it was never the intent of these areas to be 
full-blown agencies doing everything anyway. They are going to 
be limited in what they are doing. He said to us, again, that 
the concerns would have to be if we went to a mandatory picture 
on a license, that we would have to f'ind some outside area to 
do that because of the large volume of photography we're 
talking about alone. 

MR. KROH: Let me answer something there, Mr . 
Chairman. We went to a mandatory licensing procedure back in 
1984, I believe it was. And we geared up in the private 
agencies with additional people and everything else, because we 
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were going to mandatory photo licensing. They guaranteed us 
that pecause:· this::: ~manda1:o·ry- ~phote;,-,;1.dt::ens±ng·;.;was:::. gaing~-.:1:-0-~~gorne, 

into .s-ptayi;cwe -w.ouid:l:bef~~;compensated by the ·items that we would 
be getting·, fronrr-ehe mandrtory,'Photo-= license ,wtandk't°husc,we <i:Quld; 

pay for the additional help that we would be putting on. 

Well, this State never went into the mandatory photo 
licensing. And I' 11 tell you, when you stop and look at it, 

and I've testified to this before, in front of Bocchini and the 

SCI, if this State could ever make up their mind what they are 

going to do on the photo licensing, we'd all be better off. 

But we've got the worst of all situations and we have 

become the laughing stock of the nation, because we've got 

three and four different types of licenses out there, and it's 

crazy. 
MR. LOVECCHIO: Mr. Chairman-- (speaking from audience) 

MR. KROH: We can't even get the equipment serviced 

properly, becaus~ they are not adhering to the · contract that 

they went out to bid.on. When you want to go out to bid on a 

private agency situation or even look at: it as a consideration, 
- . . 

all we have to do is look back at what ·transpired with photo 

licensing that Motor Vehicle was forced to do by the 

Legislature. And then the Legislature turned around and 

changed their mind after it was implemented, and said, no, 

we're not going to go that route. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Just one second. Could you just 

get to the mike so that we can pick you up and just identify 
yourself? 

MR. LOVECCHIO: My . name is Sal Lovecchio from the 
great city of Vineland. Mr. Chairman, I'm· hearing this about 

the motor vehicle agent, and it seems that everything goes to 
the agents and the agencies. And it disturbs me, because I 

know every one of us privately-owned and_run agencies work very 

hard at this thing. And I think a lot of these things could be 

straightened out so easily. We're talking about money which is 

a big factor. 
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But I want to say one thing. I've been involved in 
city government, .. and your PR ~an. plays._.an. importanj:.-.raj.e. in any 
om,e,; q_fr .:;:t;hewe · "\A-e!tdeavars·:t~mr-We<:: :>.ha"Ze l::a ::PR lmam~ wlioi;.,: has -..J:leelli 

abs~ute!ly.t_ IfiToheipA too.:rrt11aoDivU~ion of,:-!,Motro.r ,vehicles ~::-::- t:.that: 

is, the agents. Comes a problem, he doesn't protect us in any 
way and say, · "It ' s not the agents ' fault, or your local agent ' s 
fault." He doesn't put anything in the paper stating that if 
you have not re·ceived your documents in your mail, go to your 

local agency and get them renewed. Many people come in with 

three years expiration. I had one the other day. I thought 
the guy was going to clip me, because I went up to him, . the 
girl said to me, "Sonny, I think we have a problem." I said 
"What's the .problem?" She said, "Mr. Singer doesn't want to 
pay this money. " I go up to him and say, "Mr. Singer, what' s 
the problem?" He says, "It's suppose ~o be $53. 50. You' re 
charging me $107. 00. 11 I said, '"!'hat's what we call a post 

audit. You didn't do it last time. 11 He said. "I never 
received anything, and furthermore, I had the sticker on my car 
two. year~ · ago and they took the money!" . Now, this is a 
everyday occurrence. I ·finally ·got him straightened out and- I 
got him under control. 

However,. I'm going to ask you a question. What would 

you think if he were to put something in the paper pertaining 
to this? Would you think it would be a good factor or a good 
thing for the people of the. State of New. Jersey to know that 
they could go their local motor vehicle agent as to not wait to 
get a document from the State? Would you say that this would 
be the proper thing_ to do? Should he be doing something like 
this? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well, I certainly believe that 

there is not enough publicity or information coming out to the 
· public concerning the motor vehicle agencies, whether they be 

private or public. I think number one, our police forces are 
still confused because they are told they cannot ticket people 
if people have had problems with registration. I know on our 
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own police force and our own deputy mayor has had some extreme 
prol:rle!}tSt.:with·-,rh,atrv"~ y-::•__:::- I•£-: ::;::::. r:1.::.:'!:-C &Il l,:~p;:;;::t:.:n.t :;:,:;_;_(: L~ ,:;;_-,_:; 

cumbenrorrte· syst'em~. - But · you- know, - you've got to · look at both 
sides of the coin also. In my particular county, we have a 
number of agencies and one in my district went from private to 
public several years ago, and I have to tell you that they went 
there because the private-was not able to make money. Because 
of that, they ·would be understaffed and everything else like 
that. It came to be a public agency and the ref ore has more 
staff and has more efficiency. You see, I get the best of both 
worlds. You know I have the private agency where the person 
solicits my business and says, "Take your fleet and come in 
here, " and wants to do it and bends over backward. Yet we have 
a public agency now, that's staffed up more and geared more 
than what was there before. 

So, I kind of tend to think that there's room for both 
in this system. Because in certain areas in the past, because 

_of the fact of whether there was not enough money and the fact 
that the staff is very low in certain cases of the State, the 
agencies were suffering. 

MR. DeLELLO: Mr. Singer, I agree with you on that. I 
told the Director just what you're telling me right now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well, it so happens that the 
person that was running that agency found out that they 
couldn't make a lot of money by it, because there was not a lot 
of money to be made, and therefore, it made more sense to turn 
it over to the public sector and have the public s·ector bring 
up the standard of response in that particular situation. 

So, I think we've got to be realistic that in some 
cases, we've found that the public stepping in and taking care 
of the agency, brought up the efficiency. In other areas where 
the private has been aggressive and going out there and 
soliciting the business - to come in there, they've been quite 
successful with that~ 
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MR. DeLELLO: ( Interrupts Mr. Lovecchio) If I may, 

Sonn1Z;: .. .-,justt:on:.·that one point. I've discussed this· at length 

with the Director tand .. ~et.;-Ass.i,stan.t 1).._ir~e:-tot.:::~s-l.::exactljz:e·what 

you+re-·,sa-y.ing;-r=:-..·,~hat thet combinatio.n !Jr.: bo.th'.:~maytbe a,,proper rway. 

to go. The only_thing is that in your statement you said that 

the other agent in your area, the private agency, couldn't make 

it because he wasn't making money, so the public· went· in · and 

overstaffed it, gave more money, and they are doing well. Why 

didn't they consider that with the private agent at the time? 

One of the. biggest problems, and I' 11 say this again, one of 

the biggest problems was because they were underpaid and they 

wouldn't listen. This contract, I must say, helped a lot. 

MR. LOVECCHIO: I want to say something else if I may, 

Mr. Chairman. I've had the agency, it· will -be five years in 

December, and. as Charlie stated, even Frank and Ben -- who is 

behind me and hasn't spoken yet -- but when we first_ went in, 

we were under the old system; we' 11. call it the old system. 

And I knew you were going to come out with, "Why are you 

fellows still keeping this job? 11 bec_ause we've had that brought 

up to us many, many times. 

When. we went into the system, I had five gals. I 

acquired five gals from the previous agent, who did 

approximately 400 and 500 uni ts a day. I turned this thing 

around. I'm proud to say that I turned it around.· We went up 

from..:.- I had s.ix full-time girls and we were doing 900 to 1000 

to as far as 1200 items a day. Now, you see you can make 

money, because you are working on a volume basis. We had the 

old system. Now, we come out with the new system. I think in 

May of '84 or '85, Charlie, if I'm right, the building caved 

in. Now we had six or seven girls. Now we had to get more 

girls. Now we have a total of 11 girls and I'm lucky if we do 

800 items a day. Okay? 
A guy comes in-- Like you said, you want to compare 

apples with apples, you can't compare apples with oranges. A 
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guy comes in-- And I've had this happen to me just recently, 
beca1,1se ·as Charlie- says i· :t~m ,-a. local.,:gu..1Z- ... ·..:-~1In:,.my:-,town;->~ w.hen:f: . .L 

was-'·:botn 6.1.:-yeai:;s. agd, -i.ther.-e:,~el!e.!.!.15,Hfill.O.:·cpeople, teda:Yktthel;'e
a~,• 64, tH>91 rqJ;", $3,:600:b.undor-,1::/:m:;dlonestiyb.prbud~~.-tO;e say.i-din~ess,

maybe 50,000 know me. So, I have my credibility. and. I have my 

honor to keep 1n that city. 

A guy comes in the other day and says, "I want to do 

my registration." Now, on the bottom of the corner of your 

registration card, it says social security number, The girl 

says, "We have to have your social security number." He said, 

"I won't give it to you. " So, I went over to the counter and I 

said, "Gee, Frank, you know, don't be foolish." I know the 
guy. He said, "It's a matter of principle. I am not going to 

give my social security number." I - said, "You can't get your 

registration or license or whatever you want." He can't get 

it. He said, "I'll get it," He said, "Will you give me a 22 

cent stamp?" I said, "I certainly will. 11 He filled out the 

card and mailed it in my off ice. He came back three or four 

weeks later, "Th~re.' s my license;_ here'~ my document." What we 
couldn't - do, I would almost have to argue with this guy if I 

didn't know him. You understand what I am trying to say? 
(positive response) Okay. 

The telephone system -- I have it marked here. It 

should go onto the 800 number. Anne Sweeney -- I don't know if 

you know Anne Sweeney. She's my field rep. She happened to be 

in my office one day, a lady came in; I thought she was going 
to kill me. She brings a telephone bill of $3.34. She wanted 
the money. So I gave her the $3. 34, because of the fact that 
they call Trenton. They think that they are calling and 
talking to us, a~d they are talking to Trenton. 

Now why should the agencies be condemned for 

everything that is wrong? When you build a house, you build 

the foundation, and this is what I think about the motor 

vehicle agency. I think we have the finest Director and men 
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working for our agencies. The agencies that we have left, I 
think.:;thay; lla.~ Lbeem::~gi:eatL~i .. Wha:tev.:er ~~ happen:i:l}g t:ifs•"llotw'their1 
f'.aul tt.:.:::::But.~ aqa-iit;: egxaver.t?or~o ••laaek to t--taie ,:Picrsystem-.:.:i.yt tl.tink 

if the public relations:· man was ,a-· l'ittle··bit mor~c-helpful·.·to· 

us,· and let your public know exactly what's going on, I· don't 
think we'd have as many problems. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Yes. But there is one thing that 
I- would like to keep in the right perspective. In our Assembly 
offices we get a tremendous amount of concerns with DMV, and we 
get it on a daily basis;· legitimately so. Many times the 
person that comes with a so-called simple problem is not a 
simple problem. 

MR. LOVECCHIO: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: When you dive into it and get 

involved with it, you find out that it is not just, "They won't 
renew my license." There have been a tremendous amount of 
things· that they don't tell us and we· find out afterward. I 
had a woman come in who failed a test three years (sic). She 

is 80-s?m& odd years old and ~oesn' t- understand why she can't 
.. get a driver's license. Again, she doesn't tel1 us that she. 

took the driving test three times. She doesn't fill us in with 

all the information. It takes time to get · this information 

back to us so that we can at least legitimately look at it. It 
doesn't happen overnight. You have to get into the records and 
everything like that. There is a problem with that. 

That's why, by the way, I'm very much in favor of the 
decentralization situation where there are regional offices 
that you could go to; where you could send them to. It's only a 
20-minute drive or a half-hour drive and they park conveniently 
as· opp~sed to coming to downtown Trenton, which is difficult 
for a lot of people to get to, especially from the northern 

part of our State. 
State and you talk 

If you are in the northern part of the 
about 

two-hour drive down there. 

coming to Trenton, it may be a 
It's just not fair to the public. 
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I think legitimately so, I ·know that when I've gone 
into the agencies -- and I use the agencies -- that it annoys 

:::rrrr · · 1. Im!l,1.n!:· get in there and I ask a question and_ they say,. "I can't 
t-,c..--; ;=-Fhelp,you." Whether it's State or private, I feel like~ what -am 

I doing here? This is an agency; I'm coming to you. And if 
there's any problem -- "I can't help you." The public has to 
understand that. I think that very honestly we have to get 
that out more -- to understand that the agencies take care of 
basic things, and if there is any problem with your license, 
you've got to go to the central or to the regional off ices. 
That will help you out tremendously, as well as the fact they 
should identify on the phone, "This is ~he central office; this 
is not your ·1ocal agency." So, that's something we're going to 
talk about when we bring the Commissioner in. 

MR. ·LOVECCHIO: Then they come out with this new 
system in the title section -- the block areas. You don't know 
-- you can't imagine · how many problems we are having with 
automobile dealers, because this is the greatest portion of our 
business. A~ least Charlie and _I do · a tremendous job with 

. . 

automobile dealers. You say that they have about seven blocks, 
maybe the car has 9000 miles and then it ends up 947,000 miles 
and now we can't alter that. There's not a thing we can do 
about that. Now he ups and sells· the car. He needs that title 
because-- He can't bring the title to the finance company 
because we don't have it and can't do anything about it. He's 
not like Pat Shaffer {phonetic spelling). Those guys are 
fantastic, but I'm saying that it goes back to the system. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Well,_ think about one thing. It 
takes you between 15 minutes and 18 minutes per transaction and 
there are 10 people on line. If the person is standing at the 
end of the line, it's taken him several hours just to get to 
the window. Forget about how long a transaction is there. 
That's the problem that we run into with the public. I've been 
to the agencies at the end of the month when we forgot to renew 
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something and it's the last few days, and the lines are out the 
door -i:~~ either.: :a:gency:;.,·_:: Nobody can g~ar-·up.:: for that cine ::day·•.a' 

montli -ghat ~s.. going ct.oJ happen ,a apd,::: rea1 ly::-"-=-that,'1s :;t!le "problem 

that portion·· of the public sees. They come tliat" one day at· the-· 

end of the month, and the line is out the door and it becomes a 

three-hour ordeal. There's no question about it, and it's a 

problem and the person gets up there, and they don't have a 

pen, and if you give your pen away, you don't have a pen, and 

it becomes a whole thing. Then you sit down. There ·are 

certain things that we understand. Let me just do one thing, 

and we're going to have to end this, really. I have to bring 

up Virginia Wolf. I promised ~hat I would let her speak today. 

MR. LOVE~CHIO: Thank you for the time. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: · I thank you for. coming in here. 

Virginia would you just identify yourself for the record, 

please? 

V I R G I N i: A A. W O L F: Yes. .My name is Virginia 

Wolf. I'm the Vice President of the Administrative Clerical 

Barg~ining Unit for Lo9al 1038, Communicatjon Workers of 

· America, Woodbury, New Jersey. 

Thank you so much for this opportunity to testify this 
morning. I'm going to say one thing which may sound very-

Some people may laugh at it; some people may not. But as a 

woman I have to tell you I have been constantly offended this 

morning -- this is just an aside- -- by the constant, constant 
reference to employees of the agencies as "girls." We are not 
girls, we are women, we are workers be tha~ as it may. 

MR. DeLELLO: We_ apologize for making that statement, 

ma'am. Would you accept my apology? 

MS. WOLF: I _would accept your apology and hope that 

your consciousness has been raised by it. 

MR. DeLELLO: Thank you. 

MS. WOLF: The motor vehicle agencies have been under 

private control for many years and until very recently, every 
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agency was run by a private agent mostly politically 

cx:mnected· .. 1:: :..:.:E.:.· _:_do no-t" intend:. -to offend anyone,. by . saying that 
pc:bi:ttrl.csna.is~, ayt.d.i..J;jtyi....:,wdr;q_:;:;; . .;;:;::I, ::myself-~ :'.j:l.m r~ El-':! ,_po-litieia:_!ir;ocamis 
1thank ,God:b-r :themb:..:.~ -~~-}i0: SS'':73=". ·n·,:r~~ !"".(:_'.·,-,.;:. +-h ::.-t- :~,n~ d.~y at: r.h:=. 

However, because many times these agencies have been 

rife with politics, many of the workers that are hired· are 

political appointees. This has tended to make the agencies 

somewhat less efficient than I think they could be. I feel 

that the private sector cannot assure the accountability in ·the 

area of worker ·competence. Now there are agents, and I've 

heard it here this morning, who said that they have control 

over the competency of their workers and that they could be 

fired at will. If the agencies were State-run agencies, there 

are many, many restrictions on the State. Who knows better 

than I, who defends State empioyees many times in a separation 

issue under our civil service laws; which even after they are 

changed, that will not be a-ltered. 

There is a working test period that has to be 

satisfied. At the end of that working test period, the 

evaluation is made. If that worker is evaluated as 

satisfactory, that worker then stays on. If during that 

working test period, that worker is not satisfactory, that 

worker is then let go. 

There are other things. There 

mentioned here this morning. Now, I have 

contract. Evidently, this is something new. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Neither have we. 

was 

not 
a contract 

seen ·this 

MS. WOLF: Okay, previous to this, our understanding 

was that workers in motor vehicles agencies did not have health 

benefits, pension benefits,· and earned leave-time. When you 

hire a worker at $3.35 an hour and give that worker no benefits 
at all, you are going to get what you' re paying for which is 

not a lot. 
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When you have a worker who is earning a decent wage, 
and,believe me, ~3,35 an hour is not_a.__,_decent-.::wag.e:--t...::.Jus:t 1-ook 

~-l an..yc;:aMcDenaldts. ..... wjlo woan~t hirem~p1e beca-u~Jmtitt;:r:'._..Whtm 
you:'?faft2f.'1ZQrker:::and you ·pay --them a decent wage, you give them 
a health benefit package, a pension benefit package, and a 
earned leave-time benefit package, you now have a worker· who 
has invested his time and effort in that job. This is not a 
job that is going to easily be given up·. This is not a job 
that is going to be abused. This has been the experience· in 

State work. 
Now, I don't know if they have pens ion benefits now. 

I understand they have health benefits. I don't know how far 
that program goes as compared to State health benefits for 
State workers~ There's also an idea that if the agencies are 
State agencies they· are going to be mired down in the 
bureaucratic mess. Well, some of the bureaucratic mess is-- A 
worker may be disciplined in State service. The New Jersey 
personnel system has certain safeguards within the system which 

. a~~ designed. to ~rotect . · the public, . but they are not 
insurmountable difficulties. · It's true, that potential 
applicants have to report any criminal record and are 
automatically fired for criminal offenses committed during 
their employment. I don't consider that to be unnecessary 
bureaucratic red tape. 

It is true that veterans of combat· service get 
preference in State j,.obs over non veterans. That's a 
commitment the citizens have made to veterans. Again, I don't 
consider that an. unnecessary inconvenience. It is true that 
certain State workers have to be fingerprinted. The New Jersey 

Legislature recommends this. 
that red tape. 

Obviously, they don't consider 

It is true that permanent workers are entitled to a 
hearing if they are terminated for cause. Due process is a 
concept that Americans are committed to and we hardly consider 
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that to be bureaucratic red tape. It does not prevent 
a.pp:o in-e.:tng- ~- author.iti:.es:..::.f:tom:::- puniti'Ve:; actoon · ,-against, Jw.er.ke.r..er-~ 
];.f.. i:t·~1dili·;D<i:WA1 d~epresentrat:i'v!eshwouldsnotc-have_.=~'Si)endr£thair· t:±me. 
def ending ·these- worke-:-rs. 

State workers are vested in a pension after -10 years 
of mandatory contributions. Now, if we have workers who don't 
get a pension, is that really the way we want to save money, by 
denying workers in this day in age, especially woman workers? 
Women today· don't ~ork like in the good old days to buy drapes 
or fur coats. Woman today work because they have to work, 
whether they are married or whether they are single. - The two 
income family is a reality, regardless of what those two 
incomes are. To deny those women -- and primarily that's who 
work in our motor vehicle agencies -- to deny those women the 
right to be in a pension system is unconscionable. If they 
were State workers, ~hey would be in the pension system. 

About the only benefit that workers in an agency if it 
were private would have, would be the right to strike. And 
since we intend . to organize all of them under· . _any 
circumstances, perhaps we have to take advantage of that right. 

I sat here and I listened to something that disturbed 
me, not only as a State worker. I was a State worker, 
incidentally. I worked in an unemployment office. I am 
puzzled as to why the Division of Motor Vehicles -- or perhaps 
they have, but I'm not aware of it has not fully 
investigated the possibility of looking into how the 
unemployment insurance system has worked for 50 years? They 
just had their 50 year anniversary last year. 

There is a counter. There are lines of -people. Now, 
they are computerized. The computers are right at the 
counter. The claimant comes up, the information is put into 
the computer, the computer answers back, the claimant goes to 
the pay station and gets his check. It is· not as easy as 
buying a lottery ticket. With all due respect, Mr. Singer, you 
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just can't go in and get your license, your registration, or 
whatever .. .:. It.has to be a .little bit more .. involved because of 
tlfe .J!:ern1~li:ti'Ef&-~involv.ed~t..:::a.;_i,,7e=Et ,,1<:stLi.•~ - 2_;_:,::: ,-: s?,~e ·s-ce::.:.t!.: ::· t~e:.:;;: :. ~ .... ..;;, ,- . -

. . 
rJ<:-+~·-!-·HJ i:n,~U'bF.:.E -...wo.~;:;, .hope that the DMV would look into 

examining how the unemployment· insurance system works, and 

perhaps use it with some modifications as a model for running 
the agencies that supply people with their licenses, etc. · I 
worked in an unemployment insurance office. We were timed on 
how long _it took to process a claim. Some days were good, some 
days were not good. We had what we called double days. That 
would be after the Fourth of July or before~Labor Day, Easter 
holidays, etc., etc. I would suggest to DMV that if they feel 
they get backed up, that they run a flex-time program. Have 
some of the workers start from eight and work until four, other 

workers work nine to five, other workers ten to six, and so on 
and so on a.D:d so qn. There is complete coverage in your -office 
from eight o'clock to seven or eight o'clock at night. 

There are many, many, many, many things that can be 
. . 

done to i-mprove the motor· vehicle off ice system... Privatizing 
them is not what will do it. What will do it is getting people 
together from DMV, from th~ workers who work in the off ices, 

from the people that work in the central office in Trenton, and 
incidentally, I agree with you in the contention that there 
should be some decentralization. There's nothing more 
frustrating than dealing with the central off ice. Get that 
group together -- the people who actually do the work -- and 
have them come up with a plan on how to solve these problems. 
These problems are not insurmountable. But privatizing these 
agencies definitely.will not solve these- problems -- absolutely 

not. 
We, in CWA, take exception to the criticisms from the 

public and from some of the Legislature and from some of the 
private agents themselves, to the· criticism of the workers 
themselves. I've been in my local agency and it's very much 
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like an unemployment office, and I've been_ there and have stood 
there:·-·and said.::~ts myself,;, "How.-~i-B God' S'···name ··do~.these:~omen do 
1ilmis Te.jrehi.tw-½'thinarllve-±his abuse?" It was worse than an 
unemployment-. offiee'.i !·:: And-·--I 've- -had ~the Assistant -commissioner 

of .. Unemployment say that -the---worst job ·in ·the world is working 
in an unemployment office. It's worse in a motor vehicle 
agency. They can be hooked into the central computer system 
the way they are with the computer right there at the counter. 
The 800 number is a good idea, as long as, like Mr. Foy said, 
there is somebody on the other end that's going to answer it 
and say, "Yes, your question is da da da," and give you the 
answer, and that's fine. 

There are so many ways to solve the problems that DMV 
has with the motor vehicle agencies. They are not 
insurmountable, they are not difficult, but you should 
absolutely recommend that they not be privatized, that the 
workers have ·input into how to run the program. I thank you 
very much for this opportunity this morning. 

_ASS~L~ SING~: Thank · you._ . If you -would just 
remain seated for just· one second. I just want to ask you a 
couple of questions. Are you familiar at all with the 
county-run agencies? 

MS. WOLF: No, I'm not. I have heard about the one in 
Atlantic, but I am not familiar with that at all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Are - those employees county 
employees? They are county employees, so in essence they are 
gover~ental employees. 

MS , WOLF: Right. 

MR. DeLELLO: They are a combination _of both. If I 
can correct that a little bit, they are county employees but 
are being paid by the State. And there is no way for the State 
to give them back the money. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Okay. 
MR. KROH: They are being paid by the county, rigpt? 
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MR. DeLELLO: Yeah, but the money--
~:.L-.. ·.·.=.. ?·-=-----ASSEMBLYMAN~-·::iSINGER:1·_·~:-t ·Ft>r:_.;~:·,.-all :~:~a£ ~::us~·;.:~ •._:·cl-earlyf 

understmm , what we 1 arehit:rying-1s-ed .. accomplwsh, ,we:. ~;are t:.leokin.g, 
into·,- 1 ,a:ga:in :and ~,~I-- said,-':. in ~r--:t:tie-,.,..:very ::..aeginnmg ;.;crthe:~ imcrs:t 

efficient, the most cost-effective way to .service the public. 
That's what we are all here for. 

MS. WOLF: Agreed. Absolutely. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: And whether it's going to be all 

public or all private, private and public remaining the same. 
Certainly that's our goal to determine, at least make a 
recommendation as to the direction that I think we should be 
going. 

I, as I have said before, have seen both ·sides of the 
coin in my Qwn district. If I was not a fleet owner, I 
probably would not have the opportunity to be in the agencies 
as much as I have in the last few years. Because we run some 
35 to 40 vehicles, it's important. In the public agency, I 
have gone there and they have let me use the dealer thing, 

. beca:use .I __ have. such a large t_hing, and I've come back the next 
day. In the private agency, they would pick them up in my 
office and bring them back to me. 

So, I've seen the benefits of both worlds. The major 
problems that I have seen in the agency and in both of them is 
that end of the month situation. No one is going to be able to 
cure the fact that someone doesn't take care of something until 
the end of the month and then you get that long line out the 
door, and that's the rub. And what happens is when the door is 
open, because the line is so long, and agency is so small, it 
is not air conditioned, it's hot, people get their temper up a 
little bit, and they don't understand a lot of things that are 

' . 
going on. And then of course is the rub when they see you walk 
up to the dealer's window and give them the work, and they take 
care of you right away, legitimately so. 
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Again, we are just looking first to hear all the 
points, of- ;viewv I thank all of you for coming down here and 

=-·~..:::-; •• , takingctfmei~ciu-g of your busy day. I realize you are att.:.busy_::.-. 
,::,'=:)ird.iidjvidually.::..:J11d:th your agencies and with the local to share 

your views with us. This is going to be the first of a number 
of appearance we're going to have on this. Mr. Foy asked if we 
could have something down in his area. I know we• re going to 
look into that; to talk a little bit more, to hear from the 
public a little ~it. We want to hear from the public a little 
bit. We t~ink it • s right to have some of the public come in 
and share with us their frustrations and their views, and I 
think we• re going to hear a lot of the same things you were 

saying -- that a lot of the frustration is - when you make a 
phone call, _ who really answers them, the delay syndrome on 
that, 11 D0 I have to come t6 Trenton? Why can't the local 
agencies do some of the things they are doing?" 

And title wprk is a very serious situation. The 
answer is, unfortunately sometimes the way the system is built 
in, if you screw up. on the title, you'z::e better off destroying 

· it and saying, "We lost the title. 11 Now there's got to be 

something wrong with a system that says that' s the way you 
should handle a problem. Forget about having it -and don't do 
it, because you signed in the wrong place, you didn't fill_it 
out. There are a number of things that I 've seen that bother 
me because of the system- and maybe we' re going to have to talk 
about that. Maybe some of the local agents, private or public, 
a.re going to be able to have to make some of those decisions, 
be able to do them locally, to speed up the process and to 
avoid people having to come to a cen~ral agency or to make a 
.phone call. That's a very, very important thing. 

I think a positive thing that I've seen is the fact 
that the receptionist that's there helps the. person with the 
form and tells them what to do. I was very frustrated for many 
years as an individual not having that situation, waiting to 
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get up to ~he inquiry window to find out that all I had to do 
was :-.to fill-iout tlie-::form and bing~:Vi' i=""cou-ldi 'ih-ave;,_,beeil:.:.on the 
line• •agaiihi.8 andttCJ;fgc;:·Jlack1:;tO:rtlia~· .line .r:e;i 1 i '7.~ ynn !=! 1".:~ all bU:SY 

.:. ·'' _:_:. -r- th-ink=-- there have-~·been~--:-some"";...improvements rm :that.-

direction, and I'm curious again to see about the mail. . This 
is a very, ·very important aspect of it, because again the 

Director made it specific to us. I forget what the exact 
figures are, but they fell off drastically the mail 
si tuati~n - once they had the problem, and many people who 
CO)lld have ·been helped via the mails were not using them and 
are now coming back to use them. 

I think it's going to take us a year or so to build 
confidence back up in the public that mail is a viable way to 
handle the simple transaction of renewal of your license and 
the renewal of your r~gistration, as well as the fact that they 
start coming out now at a steady pace that everyone gets them 
at_ their ho~se, that their registration is up for renewal, 
because the individual doesn't check· on it. I know a number of 

· friends of mine _have gone down a.I1,d bad to pay for two years in 
. . 

a row and everything else, because you forgot that the 
registration ever came in the mail. Thank you. We appreciate 
your comments. 

MS. WOLF: Thanks so much. 
B E N E D I C T A. .F O C A R I N 0: Ben Focarino, from 
Ber_genf ield Motor Vehicle. I had not intended to make any 
statement. I basically thought this was going to be a question 
and answer thing. But I thought that maybe it might be a good 
idea for me to make a few comments, if you don't mind. 

Based on the old contract that we had, I think· you 
have proof that the salary and cost were about one-third less 
than what they are now. I think that's one good reason why 
privatization is good for the State_. Of course we are still 
responsible for shortages, we are responsible for minimizing 
our errors or any errors that have to be typed onto 
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registrations, licenses, or titles. I believe that there 

should be: _flexibility in hiring, in the wages that are .paid,. 
arid-::: in_;:_:the -:.:1:W.tilber. ·:cf::·::empl:oyeeg_:. that-::- .we should have in - each 

agency. '.Ilhat:i.~Irlheliev.e~we',.re., are;;goingmto -ita-J:1c;" .. t°"'~the D±rector 

about and maybe bring that up at the next contract. 

As far as patronage is concerned, I don't see anything 

wrong with patronage either. Maybe I don't understand it as 

well as maybe it's being explained. I would think that 

patronage might be helping friends; it's also helping the 

people who are coming into the agencies in· trying to get them 

taken care of so that they won't have to be in there too long. 
I might also believe that privatization should be 

looked into with a possibility of a prof_it sharing plan with 

the State where you might have private individuals running an 

agency whereas the State doesn't have to look into every 

aspect, such as the employees, the wages, . the medical plans, 

and what have you. And if there is a substantial profit, the 

State would then share in that profit. But at least the 

private agent would have the respect of running their own 

private agency. 

The level of service in the State, I would have to 

say, has improved, not because it is now a private and State 

operation, but because the computers are being improved as we 

go along on a day-to-day basis. We were being blamed f_or a lot 

of things in the past years that were not the fault of the 
private agent, but it y,ias the fault of the computer that we had 
to work with. We now have a better inquiry system. It's still 
not totally improved, but I think they are working on it. 

I would have to say that privatization is really the 

core of the country and it should be the core . of the State. 

It's something that even other countries are looking into; 

France, for instance. And I would have to add input stating 

that we should continue with private enterprise. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Thank you. Again, I want to 
. , thank _all, of you for taking time out to come. I appreciate 

, . ,_, ;:-.. a.i~· . .ii:YOU.;;.will be notified of our future meetings and certainly 

'-.I think--=that you have opened up our eyes to some factors that 
we are concerned about. 

Just to share one last thing. We• ve heard a lot of· 
comments about patronage. 
thoroughly understand that. 

The general public, I don• t think, 

I think if you ask a person in the 
street how our Superior Court judges are picked, they will 
probably tell you by merit and the best person for the job. I 
think if you asked them how the prosecutor was picked, they 
would say the same thing. There is some problem with the way 

agencies are selected through ~atronage. I think if the 
average person understood that totally, though it may be the 
system, I don't know how well it would sit with them. It may 
be the fact being that they believe it• s competitiveness and 
they don't really understand~ I have to tell you that most 
people don't understand it. And if we were not all in 
politics, we would not understand it. 

_ Whether it's got to be a long-term contract situation 
in that direction or something else- like that, I think the 

public has a problem with the patronage situation. And I think 
that in general, if they thoroughly understood, they would have 
more of a problem. They don't really unders:tand what we are 
talking about . 

. I do~,..--t want to debate that. It's just a comment that 
I wanted to make. Okay. Again, I thank you for coming in and 
we'll keep you posted. 

MR. DeLELLO: Mr. Singer, as President of the 

Association, will I be getting a transcript of this? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Absolutely. You will get a full 

transcript. Thank you again. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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